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How	do	I	use	my	knowledge	
organiser?	

Bring	it	to	EVERY	lesson	
and	have	it	on	the	desk	
to	support	you	with	your	
classwork.	

LASACAWAC	
Look	
And	
Say	
And	
Cover	
And	
Write	
And	
Check	Get	your	family	or	friends	to	test	you.	

Make	a	poster	of	the	key	words	to	help	
your	revision.	

Green	pen	your	
answers	in	class	to	
improve	them	with	

key	terms.	

Homework	
Expectation	

Every	week	you	
should	be	set	
homework	from	your	
knowledge	organiser	
in	every	subject.	
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Crude	Oil	is	made	from	the	remains	of	
living	sea	creatures	decayed	in	mud	
millions	of	years	ago	

The	main	hydrocarbons	in	
Crude	Oil	are	alkanes	

Combustion	(burning)	is	
a	reaction	with	oxygen	

Section	3	
Combustion	

Section	2 
Fractional	
Distillation 

Section	1 
Hydrocarbons	

Section	4	
Cracking	

C7	Organic	
chemistry 

It	is	a	FINITE	resource	

It	is	made	of	a	mixture	of	Hydrocarbons. 
	
Hydrocarbons	are	made	of	Hydrogen	
and	Carbon	only. 

The	larger	molecules	from	
fractional	distillation	are	less	

useful.		We	can	break	them	down	
into	smaller,	more	useful	

molecules.	

Cracking	produces	a	mixture	
of	alkanes	and	alkenes. 

When	hydrocarbons	burn	a	lot	
of	energy	is	released. 
	

The	general	formula	for	an	
alkane	is	-		

Works	by	evaporation	
and	then	condensation.	

How	do	we	separate	the	
mixture	of	hydrocarbons	

to	use	them? 

1.   Heat	the	crude	oil	to	
evaporate	it. 

2.  The	gases	rise	up	the	
column. 

3.  The	different	fractions	
condense	at	different	

temperatures. 

Smaller	molecules	
burn	most	easily 

Complete	combustion	of	
hydrocarbons	the	only	products	
are	carbon	dioxide	and	water 

Complete	combustion	only	happens	
if	there	is	plenty	of	oxygen 

A	reaction	with	oxygen	is	called	
‘oxidation’ 

General	equation	

Complete	combustion	
of	propane	

Alkenes	have	some	double	
bonds. 
	
	
	
They	turn	bromine	water	
colourless. 
	
	
	
	
They	are	used	to	make	
polymers. 

The	apparatus	for	cracking 

Catalytic	cracking	–	
catalyst	and	500oC	 
Steam	cracking	–	steam	
and	850oC 



Section	1 
1. What	is	a	hydrocarbon?	 
2. Why	hydrocarbons	described	as	
finite	resource?	 

3. Draw	the	structural	formula	for	
an	alkane	with	3	carbons	 

4. How	many	carbons	are	there	in	
hydrocarbon	chain	that	has	100	
Hydrogens?	 

Section	2 
1. Name	the	2	physical	processes	
used	in	fractional	distillation	 

2. Describe	how	fractional	
distillation	works	on	separating	
crude	oil	 

3. State	the	physical	and	chemical	
properties	for	the	fractions	that	
comes	out	first	(at	the	top)	of	the	
column	

Section	3 
1. Define	complete	combustion	 
2. What	is	released	when	hydrocarbon	
burnt? 

3.  	write	down	the	word	equation	for	
the	combustion	of	pentane	 

4. Write	down	the	symbol	balanced	
equation	for	the	combustion	of	
pentane	 

Section	4 
1. Define	cracking.	 
2. Why	do	you	think	cracking	is	
important? 

3. Define	alkenes,	state	what	test	you	
need	to	do	to	distinguish	them	from	
alkanes.		

4. Draw	the	structural	formula	of	ethane,	
propene	and	butene	

5. What	are	the	conditions	needed	to	
perform	cracking	effectively?	 

	



Biology	Unit	3	–	Disease	Knowledge	Organiser	
Section	1	

Keyword Definition 

Communicable 
Disease 

Caused by pathogens such as bacteria and viruses 
that can be passed from one person to another 

Non-communicable 
disease 

Cannot be transmitted from one person to another 

Pathogen Microbe that causes disease 
Mutation A natural change in the genetic material of an 

organism 

Sexually Transmitted 
Disease (STD) 

Infections spread by unprotected casual sex 

Chlorosis Yellowing of leaves due to lack of magnesium ions 
Herd Immunity When a large proportion of the population is immune 

to a disease. This reduces the spread of a pathogen 

Pre-clinical 
testing 

Testing in the laboratory using cells, tissues and live 
animals 

Placebo A medicine that does not contain the active drug 
Monoclonal 
Antibodies 

Proteins produced to target particular cells or 
chemicals in the body 

Hybridomas Cells produced by the fusion of an antibody-specific 
lymphocyte and a tumour cell 

Carcinogens Agents that cause or increase the risk of cancer 
Ionising Radiation Has enough energy to cause ionisation in the 

materials it passes through. This can make the 
materials biologically active and may result in a 
mutation or cancer. 

Tumour A mass of abnormally growing cells 
Benign tumour Growths of abnormal cells contained in one area 

and do not invade other tissues 

Malignant tumour Invade neighbouring tissues and spread to different 
parts of the body in the blood where they can form 
secondary tumours 

Lymphocyte A form of small white blood cell 

Viruses 
Viruses are many times smaller than 
bacteria. They consist of a fragment of 
genetic material inside a protein coat. They 
can only reproduce inside a host cell and 
cause damage when they do so e.g. 
measles, HIV/AIDS, Tobacco Mosaic Virus 

Bacteria 
Bacteria are microscopic organisms. They 
come in many shapes and sizes but even 
the largest are only 10 micrometres long. 
They are living cells and can multiply 
rapidly. Once inside the body the release 
toxins that make us feel ill e.g. salmonella, 
gonorrhoea, TB 

Fungi 
Larger fungi include moulds and 
mushrooms. Microscopic fungi can cause 
diseases such as athletes foot  

How pathogens are spread 
 
- Direct 
- Mother to unborn baby 
- Air particles 
- Water 
- Body fluids 
- Shared needles 
- Food 
- Vector e.g. malaria 



Scientific Discoveries 
 
Ignaz Semmelweis – Childbed fever 
  
Alexander Fleming – Penicillin 
 
Edward Jenner – Vaccines  
 
Joseph Lister – Antiseptic in operating theatres 

 Section 2 Growing bacteria 

	Incubate at 25⁰C (the maximum temperature you can incubate cultures at school in case they grow  
bacteria which are harmful to humans). 

Calculate the area of 
the ‘clear zone’ to work 
out which disinfectant 

worked the best. 

Human Defence Responses 
First line of defence: Physical Barriers 
-  Skin 
-  Hairs and Mucus 
-  Cilia (hairs on lining of tubes  
     in respiratory system) 
-  Stomach acid 
 
Second line of defence: White blood cells 
 



Keyword Definition 
Micro-organism Living organism that can only be seen by  looking 

through a microscope. They include bacteria, 
viruses,  and fungi. 

Toxin A poison produced by a micro-organism 
Antibodies A group of proteins made by white blood cells to  

fight dangerous microorganisms. A different antibody 
is needed  to fight each different type of 
microorganism. 

Memory Cells Long-lived white blood cell, which is able to  
respond very quickly by producing antibodies to 
destroy the  microorganism. 

Immune Able to react to an infection quickly, stopping the  
microorganisms before they can make you ill, usually 
because  you’ve been exposed to them before. 

Vaccine Introducing to the body a chemical (a vaccine) used  
to make a person immune to a disease. A vaccine 
contains  weakened or dead microorganisms, or parts 
of the  microorganism, so that the body makes 
antibodies to the  disease without being ill. 

Antibiotics Drugs that kills or stop the growth of bacteria and 
fungi 

Open-label 
trial 

A clinical drug test in which both the patient  and 
their doctor knows whether the patient is taking the 
new  drug. 

 Blind Trial A clinical trial in which the patient does not know  
whether they are taking the new drug, but their 
doctor does. 

Double-blind trial A clinical trial in which neither the doctor  nor the 
patient knows whether the patient is taking the new  
drug. 

 Epidemic Occurs when a wide  spread of people have a 
disease. 

 Pandemic When the disease  affects a whole country or goes  
worldwide. 

 Painkiller Help to relieve the symptoms of infectious  disease, 
but do not kill the pathogens. 

Why is it important to vaccinate 
large amounts of the population? 
 
If most of the population is 
immunised, this contains the spread 
of the contagious disease 

Risk Factors For Disease 
•  Diet 
•  Stress 
•  Location 
•  Gender 
•  Financial Status 
•  Ethnic group 
•  Number of children 
•  Local sewage and rubbish disposal 
•  Carcinogens  

Section 3 



Drug Testing 
A good medicine should be: 
- Safe  - Stable 
- Effective  - Easy to take in and out of body 
 
Preclinical testing: 
Drugs are tested on cells, tissues and organs – toxicity 
and efficacy 
Animal testing – side effects 
 
Clinical trials: 
Drugs are tested on healthy volunteers and patients 
- Double Blind trials: neither the doctor nor the patients 
know who has received the real drug or the placebo 
until the trial is complete. 

Cancer 
Causes: 
- Genetic influences 
- Carcinogen exposure e.g. asbestos and tar 
- Ionising radiation e.g. UV light and X-rays 
- Viral Infections 
 
Treatment: 
- Radiotherapy: cancer cells destroyed by radiation. Can damage healthy cells. 
- Chemotherapy: chemicals that stop the cancer dividing or make them ‘self-destruct’. 

Section 4 

NB: Antibiotics can not kill viral infections! 



Section 1  
1.  What is the difference 

between a 
communicable and 
non-communicable 
disease? 

 
2.  What is a pathogen? 

 
3.  How do you get an 

STD? 
 

4.  Describe herd 
immunity. 

 
5.  Describe the two 

different forms of 
tumour. 

 
6.  What is a carcinogen? 

 
7.  Describe viruses, 

bacteria and fungi. 
 

8.  How are pathogens 
spread? 

 
9.  Describe the human 

defence responses to 
pathogens. 

Section 2 
1.  Outline the process 

for growing 
bacteria. 

 
2.  What is a very 

important step that 
ensures sterility 
during the process? 

 
3.  What temperature 

should the plates be 
incubated at and 
why? 

 
4.  In a disinfectant 

experiments, how do 
you work out which 
disinfectant worked 
best? 

 
5.  What are your 

variables when 
conducting these 
experiments? 

 
6.  What types of error 

could arise in these 
experiments? 

Section 3 
1.  What is a micro-

organism? 
 

2.  What are anti-bodies? 
 

3.  What are memory cells? 
 

4.  What are the 
differences between an 
open-label trial, a blind 
trial and a double blind 
trial? 

 
5.  Outline the malaria 

cycle. 
 

6.  What are the benefits 
and risks of 
vaccination? 

 
7.  Why is it important to 

vaccinate large 
amounts of the 
population? 

 
8.  What are the risk factors 

that can affect 
contraction of a 
disease? 

Section 4 
1.  How do anti-

biotics work? 
 

2.  How does anti-
biotic resistance 
spread? 

 
3.  Outline the 

process of drug 
testing? 

 
4.  What are the 

causes of 
cancer? 

 
5.  What treatments 

are available for 
cancer? 

 
6.  Draw and label 

the formation of 
a tumour. 
 



Unit 2: Topic 5b The UK’s Evolving Human Landscape– London case study A What is the significance of site, situation and connectivi-

ty of London?  Site: Located on the Thames River, the land 

is flat as it is on the flood plain.  Located on the Thames as 

this was a ‘bridging point’ during Roman times.  Romans 

bridged the Thames in 43AD. The site they chose was the 

last place the Thames was shallow enough to cross. Eco-

nomically this meant that businesses started in the area 

and trade soon started.  Market traders originally met 

there. With the market came houses and within decades a 

significant town – ‘Londinium’.                                                                                                                          

Situation: London is a very well connected city. It is situated 

in the south east of England, in Western Europe. The M25 

runs around London. A number of other motorways lead to 

London. These include the M1, M11 and M23 meaning 

quick access to other cities across UK.  There are 5 airports 

meaning tourists and trade are easily attracted- London can 

be considered a global hub for air travel.  Ferries and Euro-

tunnel allow for further increase in trade which helps to 

boost FDI.                                                                                                                         

B. What is the significance of London?     

C. What is the structure of London?                                                                       

London’s structure is more complex than both the Burgess 

model and the Hoyt model. Its main economic function has 

shifted to the Docklands and now includes world famous 

building like Canary Wharf. London has 2 CBDs, many busi-

nesses and tourists are 

attracted to Central London. 

The city becomes more subur-

ban further out. Housing age 

decreases and in many areas 

we are seeing new develop-

ment in residential areas. With 

the internet and transport busi-

nesses are starting to move out of 

town for cheaper rent, they are 

‘footloose’.  Environmental quality 

improves as you get further out, 

there is less traffic and pollution 

and population density decreases.                                                                                             

 D Central Business District (CBD)                                                                                         
The CBD is the oldest part of the city and offices are found. 
Here. London’s radial roads mean that its very accessible 
from all parts of London. This leads to higher land values 
which make it high density, therefore buildings are built 
high to maximise value.  London’s CBD has expanded re-
cently to include Oxford Street in West London and Canary 
Wharf in East London.  
Inner city/Inner suburbs 
In the Industrial Revolution, factories and densely packed 
terraced housing were built close to central London. A few 
high-income suburbs also developed whose population (rich 
upper-class) wanted to be close to the city. The inner sub-
urbs are very varied – Kensington is one of the world’s most 
expensive suburbs. Hackney is an area of old factories and 
new flats. Large houses are now being divided into flats for 
rent.  
London’s urban-rural fringe 
Where the city meets the countryside is the urban-rural 
fringe. Almost every house has a garden, so building density 
is lower. Most houses were built in the late 20thcentury and 
there is some industry, near underground, but the area is 
mainly residential. Environmental quality is much higher.                                                                    
E How is migration affecting London?                                                                     
Most migrants are adults aged between 18-35. Migrants 
from within the UK tend to be graduates from UK universi-
ties seeking work and a London lifestyle. International mi-
gration consists of skilled and unskilled            workers. 
Skilled workers – take up well-paid jobs in the knowledge 
economy in London. Migrants with particular skills get jobs 
when there are not enough skilled people in the UK. Most 
migrants tend to be white, high-qualified professionals from 
the EU, USA, South Africa and Australia. Unskilled workers – 
do jobs unwanted by UK workers (refuse collection), unso-
ciable hours (pizza delivery). Construction, hotel and restau-
rant companies would not have enough workers without 
them. any come from the EU, but also India, Pakistan, Bang-
ladesh and West Africa.  Most recent migrants seek cheap 
rented accommodation. They aren’t eligible for social hous-
ing so take private rented property in inner city areas. Clus-
ters of particular ethnic communities develop which help 
defend migrants from discrimination, support ethnic shops 
and services and help to preserve cultural distinctiveness.  
Brick Lane is an example of immigration playing a role in 
changing culture, restaurants, shops selling saris and a 
mosque are all evidence of this.                                                                                                                                             
F-What are the patterns of inequality in London?                                                                                                                           
The Index of multiple deprivation (IMD) measures inequali-
ties across cities.  In London inequality is highest is East Lon-
don. Traditionally the London docks were in this area, 
transport links were poor to reduce potential for robbery 
as a result few businesses were located here. This means a 
negative multiplier effect where people don’t have jobs, 
there is less tax paid, councils have less to invest in educa-
tion and services so people get worse jobs. In 2012, over 2 
million people lived in poverty (28% of the population). In-
comes in London are more unequal than any other part of 
the UK.                                                                                    

G How do Newham and Richmond upon-Thames compare? 
Newham is one of London’s most deprived areas while Rich-
mond is one of the wealthiest.  Incomes were low in New-
ham, more students are on free school meals.  Incomes in 
Richmond are twice as much than Newham. The percentage 
of those with degree qualifications is much higher which al-
lows people to get better paid employment. Health of those 
in Newham is worse, with more people having a limiting long

-term illness which limits people’s ability to learn and work. 
In both areas, percentage of 19year olds without qualifica-
tions is high, meaning they are limited to unskilled jobs.    
                                                                                                                       
H Why is there inequality in London?         
                                                                                                
Deindustrialisation London’s dock closed in 1981, due to 
the use of  containers to transport goods by sea. The new 
container ships were larger so ports moved downstream 
where the water was deeper. Industries that relied on the 
port moved too. Industries in London’s biggest manufactur-
ing area closed down. In 2001, only 7.5% people worked in 
manufacturing, from 30% in 1971.       
                                                                                                                            
Depopulation -Closures had a massive impact on communi-
ties. East London had an unemployment rate of 60% in some 
areas. People left in search of work – over 16% of the popu-
lation left inner London suburbs between 1971-1981 (500 
000 people!)                                                                                                                                                                                                               
I- What challenges have been created by the changes in 
London? 
Suburbanisation– depopulation speeded up a process 
whereby outer London suburb gained people that left inner 
London suburbs. Flats were replaced by houses with a gar-
den. Over 1.5 million left London between 1951 – 1981. Rea-
sons for suburbanisation include: 
Underground was established by 1930 so workers could bein 
the inner city in 30 minutes. Electrification of surface rail 
made it easier to travel to London from further away e.g. 
Guildford which is 50km away. 
Decentralisation- Shift to the suburbs meant people spent 
their money there. People began to shop by car, not train 
and this shifted the shopping activity and employment from 
the CBD towards: 
Out of town shopping centres – developed undercover 
shopping to attract customers e.g. Treaty Centre, Hounslow 
Retail parks – built away from suburban shopping centres 
but close to major circular roads 
Business parks – areas for employment e.g. Stockley Park 
near Heathrow 
E-commerce – buying online has further decreased the shop-
ping e.g. Amazon 
 
 

J How have parts of London experienced economic and popula-
tion growth?  
More recently (during the 1980s)the Docklands and East London 
have experienced regeneration.  Government investment in 
attracting business (Special economic zones – low taxes) and 
more transport links (Jubilee line, East London line, DLR).  This 
has had a positive multiplier effect.  More job opportunities 
attracts more people which means more income and facilities 
are created. Gentrification (the movement of wealthier people 
into the area) and studentification (arrival of students in increas-
ing numbers) means that the culture of the area changes, there 
are more cafes, restaurants and shops which at times can be 
unaffordable for the ‘locals’.  As the area becomes more popular 
house prices increase and ‘local’s are ‘forced out’.  Stratford has 

also undergone regeneration through the Olympics. This has 
changed people’s perception of the area ‘rebranding’ and is 
attracting people into the area.                                                                                             
K How have regeneration and rebranding of the city had positive 
and negative impacts on people?                                                                                                                           
How is London interdependent with its rural surroundings?  
Chelmsford’s population has increased from 58 000 in 1971 to 
168 000 in 2011. It’s population growth is due to people mi-
grating from London. This works well for people as high London 
salaries mean that rail tickets are affordable and house prices 
are much cheaper.  London relies on the rural-urban fringe as 
there are not enough people living in London to work, 650000 
people commute to central London. Rural-urban fringe areas 
benefit from higher salaries paid in London but residents have 
to deal with crowded commuter trains and congested roads.  
Housing estates are built on the edges of London,  so the fringes 
shift outwards so Greater London changes from outer suburbs, 
to green belt to dormitory towns (during the day empty, com-
muters return to sleep and eat) to villages to rural landscape .  
London relied on the surrounding rural areas for food – many 
farmers sell their produce to supermarkets and wholesalers who 
transport it into the city. Also, many rural people travel into Lon-
don to do some of their shopping as there is a greater selection 
of shops . 
                                                                

Regional                                
Significance 

National                                         
Significance 

Global Significance 
 

Inner London's 
GDP per head 
was 328% of the 
European Union 
average in 2010. 

The UK’s fastest rail 
services link London 
and major UK cities. 
Manchester and Bir-
mingham each have 3 
fast services an hour. 

Being close to Europe, 
London can trade by 
sea or air quickly. 

The capital gen-
erates 22% of 
UK GDP despite 
accounting for 
only 12.5% of 
the UK popula-
tion. 

Most major A roads 
and motorways  lead 
to London, linking it 
with other major 
cities. It's a radial 
network- roads con-
verge in London like 
spokes of a wheel. 

London is a major 
‘world cities’. London 
has kept its position 
because of its connec-
tivity. It has the world’s 
second largest airport 
at Heathrow. But, add 
together international 
passengers at all its 
airports and it is by far 
the world’s largest 
‘international air hub’. 

  Newham Richmond 

People with long-term 
illness 

12.3 7.6 

Premature deaths 
(before 65/100 000) 

210 121 

% with 5 GCSEs A*-C 38 37 

% adults with degree 26 64 Positive impacts  Negative impacts  

Transport links were im-
proved – the new DLR and 
Jubilee Line. Transport 
links are running expand-
ed hours (buses 24 hours), 
Eurostar, city airport, cycle 
lanes 

Many local people were 
forced out. 36% of the local 
people were unskilled 
workers living in social 
housing – they weren’t 
qualified for the jobs availa-
ble (Borough of Newham) 

The environment has been 
improved and quality 
green space created e.g. 
Olympic village - Biggest 
urban park in Europe 

Traditional businesses 
closed and were replaced 
with services for the 
wealthier population 
(expensive restaurants) 

Businesses have been 
attracted back, creating 
jobs and investment 

Existing communities were 
destroyed, local people 
were moved to new towns 
and estates on the edge of 
London (Chigwell, Essex) 



 

Year 11 Geography  - London 

Week 1 

A 

1. Where is the site of London? 

2. What did Romans do in 43AD? 

3. Why was this site chosen? 

4. What is the situation of London?  

5. What motorways connect London? Why is this a benefit? 

Week 2 

B 

1. What 3 ways is London significant? 

2. What was the GDP per head in inner London in comparison to the EU? 

3. How much GDP does London, the capital generate? 

4. What 3 ways is London significant nationally? 

5. What 3 ways is London significant globally? 

Week 3 

C 

1. What are the names of two land-use models? 

2. What are the 2 CBD’s of London? 

3. What happens to housing age as you move out of London? 

4. Why do businesses move out of town and central locations? 

5. What happens to environmental quality as you move from the CBD to the suburbs? 

Week 4 

D 

1. What is the CBD? Why are land prices high in the CBD? 

2. What happens to  the height of buildings in the CBD as a result of high land prices? 

3. What kind of housing do you find in the Inner City? Why? 

4. Kensington is one of London’s most expensive boroughs but is in the inner city, can you 

explain why? 

5. What is the rural urban fringe? 

Week 5 

E 

1. What age are most migrants to London? 

2. What two types of migrant move to London?  

3. What sector of the economy do these migrants work in? 

4. What jobs do these two types of migrant do? 

5. Brick Lane is an area where migrants live. Why do migrants of the same ethnicity cluster 

in the same area? 

Week 6 

F and G 

1. What does IMD stand for? 

2. What is inequality? 

3. Why has East London experienced a spiral of decline or negative multiplier effect? 

4. Give 3 ways in which Newham is more deprived than Richmond? 

5. Why does level of education matter in Richmond and Newham 

Week 7 

H, I, J 

 

1. What is deindustrialisation? What is depopulation? 

2. What is suburbanisation? What is decentralisation? 

3. What has caused decentrialisation? 

4. How has East London redeveloped? What are the impacts of this? 

5. How is London interdependent with its rural surroundings? 

 



              
 

Section A: What damaged John’s relationship with his 

barons 1204-1214? 

Financial impositions – John was trying to build up an 
army to win back his lands on the continent. The taxes 
and fines (amercements) he introduced placed a burden 
on the barons and were forced upon them without 
agreement, eg the Thirteenth introduced in 1207 without 
permission. 
Fairness – John seemed to use his power arbitrarily and 
did not make consistent and fair judgements. He 
introduced cruel punishments for those who fell out of 
royal favour. These made many barons feel insecure. For 
example, William de Briouze was stripped of his land 
when he didn’t pay his debts. Later, it is believed that 
John starved his wife and son to death in prison. 
Favourites – John did not manage his barons effectively. 
He rarely consulted them on important decisions and 
relied on a small group of favourites to advise him. 
Furthermore, many of John’s favourites were seen as 
‘foreigners’ such as Peter des Roches who he made 
Bishop of Winchester. 
France - John failed to win back his lands in France, 
despite spending money on an enormous army and 
winning over allies. In the summer of 1214 John launched 
his unsuccessful attack (section C). 

Section B: The Rebellion of 1212 

John successfully defeated threats from William the Lion of Scotland (1209) and 

Llywelyn of Gwynedd (1211). 

1212 – Robert FitzWalter and Eustace de Vesci, leading barons, plotted to assassinate 

John by murdering him in Wales and then to choose a new king. John discovered the 

plot and hired a mercenary army (soldiers who are paid to fight; they do not fight out 

of loyalty) to protect himself. Both barons had to flee. 

Consequences: 

- John stopped trusting his barons and relied on foreign mercenaries 

- In 1213 John made some reforms to keep the barons on side, eg dismissing some 

unpopular sheriffs. 

- John accepted the Pope as his overlord and ended the Interdict to end their dispute, 

so that the Pope would protect him. 

- Philip II saw John’s weakness and plotted to invade and make his son Louis king of 

England. The French navy was defeated in May 1213. 

Section C: John’s Failure to Recapture France 

In the Spring/Summer of 1214 John attempted to recapture his land in France. 

He felt confident because of: 

Alliances: Support of leading allies north of France – Counts of Boulogne, 

Flanders and Holland, and Otto of Brunswick. 

Support of barons: Most barons joined John fighting in France. 

Money/mercenaries: John had raised lots through tax which he spent on a large 

army including foreign mercenaries. 

Tactics: John planned to attack Philip on two fronts, so he could divide Philip’s 

army to weaken him. Earl of Salisbury attacked from Flanders and John from the 

South. 

When John was still 80 miles from Normandy, Philip’s son Louis stopped his 

army and by July 1214, John had retreated back to La Rochelle. 

July 1214 – Battle of Bouvines: Philip fought the English under the Earl of 

Salisbury, Count of Boulogne, Count of Flanders and Otto of Brunswick. They 

were defeated. John had now lost completely in France. 

John had lost all his money and his reputation: the barons were ready to rebel. 

Section D: Rebellion of 1215  

Late 1214 – Barons met to agree that if John didn’t agree 

to Henry I’s coronation charter (promising to protect 

rights of the people) they would rebel. 

January 1215 – John refused barons’ demands in London 

but agreed to meet again in April. He started to hire 

foreign mercenaries. 

March 1215 – John promised to go on crusade to 

guarantee Pope’s support. 

April 1215 – Barons were impatient and sent John a fresh 

list of bigger demands. 

5th May 1215 – Barons broke homage to John and 

declared Robert FitzWalter their leader. Tried and failed 

to take Northampton. 39 barons turned against John; a 

similar number stood by him. Most avoided conflict to 

see who would be stronger. 

12th May 1215 – John ordered his sheriffs to take rebel 

barons’ land. 

17th May 1215 – Rebels took control of London and many 

more joined rebellion. 

Summer 1215 – Barons controlled Lincoln town, Suffolk 

and Norfolk, Northampton, Chester and Carlisle. John had 

to listen to them. 

Section F: First Barons’ War and Prince Louis’ Invasion 

Oct 1215 – Barons took Rochester Castle. 

Nov 1215 – John recaptured Rochester using siege machines. 

Dec 1215 – French started to arrive with money and equipment to support the rebels. 

Early 1216 – John fought for control of the north – many rebels fled because his 

capture of Rochester gave him a stronger reputation. He gained most of the north but 

when he went back south, rebels took the land back. John’s army were unpopular for 

looting and plundering. 

May 1216 – Louis arrived and was welcomed in London. 

July 1216 – Louis controlled London, Norfolk, Suffolk, Yorkshire and Lincolnshire. Two 

thirds of the barons supported him. 

Section G: John’s Death and Marshal’s Leadership 

July 1216 – Louis went south to take Dover and John followed to attack. 

Oct 1216 – John caught dysentery and died within three days. His son, Henry III, 

became king but was just a child – William Marshal became his protector and 

regent (ruling in his place until he came of age). 

Nov 1216 – Marshal made Henry III reissue Magna Carta: many barons 

returned to support the king. 

Early 1217 – Louis returned to France and more rebel barons swapped sides 

back to king. 

Some barons switched back to the king because they wanted patronage 

(rewards like land and power). 

May 1217 – half of Louis’ troops were in Lincoln and controlled the city. 

Marshal took advantage of the split army and led a charge on the city, 

defeating the French after a six hour battle. Nearly all the barons fighting for 

Louis in Lincoln were taken prisoner and another 150 barons switched sides to 

the king. 

24th August 1217 – Louis was waiting for a large army from France so Marshal 

ordered his admiral to stop them arriving. English fleet (more experienced in 

naval warfare) met French fleet at Sandwich and sank many ships. French 

leader Eustace the Monk was captured and the rest of the fleet retreated 

home. 

12th September 1217 – Louis and Marshal agreed peace terms and Louis gave 

up his claim to the throne. 

Section E: Magna Carta 

June 1215 – John met the barons at Runnymede and they negotiated an agreement 

called Magna Carta. The barons then swore homage to John, declaring peace. They 

agreed that the barons would hold onto London until 15th August. 

Magna Carta’s Provisions: 

- King would not interfere with Church 

- King could not seize land to pay a debt 

- No taxes could be raised without consent of barons 

- Nobody should be punished without a fair trial 

- King would remove favourites from positions 

- If the King broke the charter, the barons could seize his castles and land in return. 

Afterwards: 

John refused to dismiss his mercenaries and the barons refused to leave London -> 

conflict continued. 

24th August – Pope (on John’s side) declared Magna Carta invalid. 

October – John redistributed rebels’ land to his supporters. The rebels asked Prince 

Louis of France to come and help them – in return they would make him king. 

 

 

    

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

Richard and John: Topic 3 King John’s Downfall (2) 



Knowledge Organiser Questions for History – john’s Downfall 2 – Y11 – Term 2 

Section A 1. Name two of John’s financial impositions. 

2. What does arbitrary power mean?  

3. What happened to William de Briouze and his family? 

4. Who did John make Bishop of Winchester? 

5. When did John launch his attack on France? 

Section B 1. When did John defeat William the Lion? 

2. Name the two barons who led the 1212 assassination attempt on John? 

3.  What are mercenary soldiers? 

4. What compromise did John make? 

5. How did Philip respond to the assassination attempt? 

Section C 1. Name two of John’s allies on the continent. 

2. What was the tactical plan of John’s 1214 attack on France? 

3. Who led the English army in the north? 

4.  Who led Philip’s army?  

5.  What was the final battle in France called?  

Section D 1. What did the barons want John to agree to (re-issue)? 

2. How did John get the Pope’s support? 

3. Who was the rebel barons’ leader? 

4. How many barons joined the rebel side in 1215? 

5. Name three places the barons controlled by summer 1215. 

Section E 1. Where did John meet the barons to negotiate? 

2. Name three provisions of the Magna Carta. 

3. How did John break the Magna Carta agreement? 

4. How did the barons break the Magna Carta agreement? 

5. Who agreed to support the barons against the king? 

Section F 1. What did the barons capture in October 1215 to start the First Barons’ War? 

2. When did the French arrive to support the rebels? 

3. Why was John’s army unpopular in the First Barons’ War? 

4. When did Louis arrive in London? 

5. How many barons supported Louis and the rebels by July 1216? 

Section G 1. When did John die? 

2. Who was the new king? 

3. Name two ways in which William Marshal got the rebel barons back on side. 

4. Where did William Marshal defeat the rebels in England? 

5. Where did William Marshal defeat the rebels at sea? 
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WJEC Eduqas GCSE (9-1) in LATIN 

1	
	

COMPONENT 1: Language paper 

This SECOND half term you are expected to memorise some words of the defined 
vocabulary list (DVL) for this paper, from e,	 ex	 (from,	 out	 of,	 out)	 to iuvenis (young	 man) 
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/221512-gcse-latin-j282-defined-vocabulary-list-and-restricted-
vocabulary-list.pdf. 

The DVL is also available in Excel format for those who wish to use filters to split the list into word 
groups (check showmyhomework to downoload the DVL). Please note that in addition to the words 
printed in the list, you will be expected to be familiar with the following forms:  
• all regular adverbs formed from the listed adjectives;  
• comparative and superlative forms of all listed adjectives and corresponding adverbs;  
• cardinal numbers 1 to 10, 100, 1000;  
• compound verbs which are formed by using the prefixes contained in the list (e.g. remitto, I send 
back). 

COMPONENT 3B: Roman Civilisation 

This SECOND half term you are expected to be familiar with the following aspects of the 
prescribed topic; Roman	Entertainment	and	Leisure	

• The	baths	
• The	theatre		
• The	amphitheatre	
• The	Circus	Maximus.	

 
We	will	practise	analysing	and	evaluating	the	evidence	and	making	a	personal	response	to	ancient	
sources.		
	
You	need	to	be	familiar	with	the	following	types	of	questions:		
•	To	what	extent	do	you	think	(e.g.)	you	would	have	enjoyed	being	a	soldier	in	the	Roman	army?		
•	What	 do	 you	 think	 were	 the	 advantages	 and	 disadvantages	 (e.g.)	 of	 being	 a	 freedman	 or	 a	
freedwoman,	rather	than	a	slave?		
•	How	much	would	you	have	enjoyed	and	disliked	(e.g.)	living	in	a	Roman	town	in	the	first	century	
A.D?		
•	What	 similarities	 and	differences	 are	 there	 (e.g.)	 between	 a	Roman	 town	house	 and	 a	modern	
home?	
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Year	10	GCSE	Living	in	a	Community		2		

Key	Words	Week	1		
1.   Convention	–	an	agreement		
2.   Declaration	–	a	document	setting	down	aims	and	intentions.	
3.   Member	of	Parliament	–	a	person	who	has	been	elected	to	

represent	a	part	of	the	country	(	constituency	)		in	Parliament	
4.   Member	of	the	European	Parliament	–	a	person	who	is	

elected	to	represent	part	of	the	country	in	the	European	
Parliament		

5.   Political	rights	–	right	to	take	part	in	elections	and	other	
democratic	activities		

6.   Vote	–	to	choose	a	candidate	in	an	election		
7.   Act	–	a	law	passed	by	Parliament		
8.   	legal	right	–	a	right	protected	by	the	law.	
9.   National	Living	wage	–	the	minimum	amount	paid	to	an	

employee	over	25		
10.   National	minimum	wage	–	the	minimum	amount	paid	to	an	

employee.	
11.   Trade	union	–	organisations	that	look	after	employees		
12.   Cab	–	Citizens	Advice	Bureau		
13.   Office	of	fair	trading	–	a	government	office	that	can	take	

action	against	traders	who	break	the	law	.		
	
	
	
	
	
	

Think	
Spot!	

Key	Questions	Week	3	
How	the	council	works	
1.  Leader	in	charge		
2.  Cabinet	–	members	of	the	party	that	

won	the	most	votes	in	last	election	
3.  Council	–	other	members	of	ALL	

political	parties	who	have	been	
elected		

4.  Committees	–	They	make	
recommendations	to	the	cabinet		

5.  The	mayor	has	little	power		unless	
they	are	elected	like	the	Mayor	of	
London		

Weeks	5	and	6	–	Trade	Unions		
1)  The	role	of	a	trade	union	is	negotiate	

with	employers	to	get	fairer	
agreements	on	pay	and	working	
conditions.	

2)  The	trade	Union	Act	will	ensure	
industrial	action	only	goes	ahead	when	
there	is	a	50%	turnout		

3)  We	have	trade	unions	to	protect	
workers’	rights	and	groups	are	more	
powerful	than	individuals.	

4)  ACAS	–	an	organisation	that	resolves	
disputes	between	employer	and	
employee.		

	
	

			
	
	

	
	

Week	4	–	Laws	which	help	consumers		
										
1.  Trade	description	Act	–	It	is	a	criminal	

offence	to	mislead	the	consumer	
about	a	good	or	service	.		

2.  Food	safety	Act	–	it	is	an	offence	to	sell	
unsafe	food		

3.  Consumer	Protection	Act	–	you	can	
claim	for	damages	if	you	are	injured	as	
a	result	of	a	faulty	good.	

4.  The	Office	of	Fair	T	rading	–	It	takes	
action	against	traders	who	break	the	
law.		

Key	Facts	and	Statistics	Week	2		Important	Dates	to	know		

•  Universal	Declaration	of	Human	rights	1948		
•  Consumer	Rights	Act		2015		
•  Equality	Act	2010		
•  UN	set	up	1945		
•  Magna	Carta	1215		
•  The	European		convention	on	Human	rights	1950	
•  Human	Rights	Act	UK	1998		
•  Trade	Union	Act	2016		

	
	
	
	

							Citizenship						Education	



KNOWLEDGE	ORGANISER	–	KS4	DRAMA	
 
 

VOICE	 
 Pitch	 Pace	  Volume	    Tone	       Accent	
                  

 High,	Low,	Squeaky,	 Fast,	Slow,	  Soft,	Quiet,	 Harsh,	Gentle,	Sarcastic,	Forceful,	Firm,	Trusting,	Derogatory,	Cold,	  Liverpudlian,	Northern,	
 Husky,	Deep,	 Halting,	Abrupt,	 Loud,	Whisper,	 Angry,	Persuasive,	Authoritative,	Proud,	Assertive,	Submissive,	Sly,	  West	country,	Cockney,	
 Whiny,	Croaky,	 Stuttering,	  Shout.	   Abrasive,	Quivery,	Warm,	Cheeky,	Anxious,	Seductive,	Enthusiastic,	  Upper	Class	British,	     

Timid,	Assured,	Cautious,	Fierce,	Fond,	Nervous,	Joking,	Sensitive.	
  

 Brittle,	Grating,	 Stilted,	Hesitant,	       Scottish,	Irish,	Australian,	                

 Gravelly.	 Controlled.	                 American.	
                  

                

 FACIAL	EXPRESSIONS	      KEYWORDS	   BODY	LANGUAGE	  
 Emotion	 Eyes	 Eyebrows	  Mouth	  Actor,	 Appropriate,	  Posture	 Gesture	   Gait	 Mannerisms	   Atmosphere,		Audience,	    

                   

 Happy,	Cheerful,	 Wide,	 Raised,	 Opened,	  Believable,	 Character,	  Upright,	 Clenched	Fists,	  Rapid,	 Twitchy,	Decisive,	
 Upset,	Hurt,	Eager,	 Glaring,	 Lowered,	 Jaw-dropped,	  COMMUNICATION,	  Slouched,	 Pointing,	   Sluggish,	 Indecisive,	
 Anxious,	Untrusting,	 Squinting,	 Furrowed,	 Closed,	   Creativity,	Dialogue,	Effect,	  Relaxed,	 Open	handed,	  Gentle,	 Formal,	Jerky,	   

Emphasis,	Genre,	Impact,	
  

 Fearful,	Rejected,	 Teary,	 Inquisitive,	 Smile,	    Grotesque.	 Closed,	   Smooth,	 Secretive,	Wild,	   Improvisation,	Interaction,	    
 Smug,	Defiant,	 Hopeful,	 Frown.	 Quivering,	    

Strong,	
  

Direct,	 Controlled,	  Interpretation,	MATURITY,	     
 

Distressed,	 Suspicious,	
  

Lip-biting,	
     

    Monologue,	Motivation,	   Measured,	  Rushed,	 Dismissive,	
 Thoughtful,	Sly,	 Tightly	   Pursed	Lips	  Original,	Performance,	   Hesitant,	   Purposeful,	 Aggressive,	
 Seductive,	 Shut.	   Clenched.	  Proxemics,	Physical,	   Energetic.	   Hasty.	 Nervous,	
 Distraught,	Spiteful,	         Rehearsal,	Reacting,	Scene,	         Informal.	         Status,	TEAMWORK,	         
 Aggressive,	Friendly	.	                  
         

Tension,	Tone,	TRUST	
         

                   
                    

          IMPACT	         
                 

 Atmosphere	        Audience	Response	      Believability	
 Tense,	Dangerous,	Intriguing,	Awe,	Amazement,	  Applause,	Laughter,	Sympathy,	Anger,	Disappointment,	 Natural,	Believable,	Realistic,	
 Anticipation,	Surprising,	Shocking,	     Anti-climax,	Amusement,	Admiration,	Distaste,	Contempt,	 Exaggerated,	  
 Awareness	of	Society,	Comic,	Pathos.	   Delight,	Horror,	Empathy,	Irritation.	         
                     



KNOWLEDGE	ORGANISER	-	SIDE	TWO	-	JMA	DRAMA	
 

Point  Evidence  Explanation  Development 
       

•  I was particularly proud of the way I…. • I did this by….. • This impact of this was….. • Therefore... 

•  One strength of my acting skills was…. • I showed this by…. • This had the effect on the audience of… • In addition… 

•  In rehearsals I felt very pleased with…. • This was evident when…. • This really showed… • Furthermore.. 

•  The most effective aspect of my acting • It was clear when …. • This made my character more believable • Consequently 
skills was… 

• I developed this by…..  because… 
•  As a result from    

•  One of the highlights of my 
• This was clearly shown when… •  This showed the audience that…  this… 

performance was…. 
    

• This was demonstrated when…. • This added to the appropriate • However 
•  In rehearsals I used….. 

• I presented this by…. 
 mood / atmosphere because…   

 
•  This was effective because… 

  
     

   •  The effect of this on the final   
    performance was…   

   •  This really worked because…   

   •  I feel this was effective because…   
         

 REHEARSAL STRATEGIES   STAGE POSITIONING   NON NATURALISTIC  STAGING FORMATS 
 

Hot seating  

       

  TECHNIQUES   

 

End on  
  Upstage Right Upstage Centre Upstage Left   
    

Tableau / Still Image 
 

 Improvisation  (USR) (USC) (USL)    Audience on 1 side 

 Role Play  Centre Stage Centre Stage (CS) Centre Stage Left   Thought-Tracking  Traverse 
 

Emotion Memory 
 Right (CSR)  (CSL)    Chanting 

Audience on 2 opposite 
        

  

 

sides 
  

Downstage Right Downstage Centre Downstage Left 
  

 
Writing in Role 

    
Split-Staging 

 
  

(DSR) (DSC) (DSL) 
    

Thrust        
Soundscape 

 
 

Tension Graph 
       

  

 

Audience on 3 sides    
AUDIENCE VIEWPOINT 

   
           
        

Narration 
   

 Thought Tracking           In the Round          

Essence Machine 
 

 Forum Theatre          Audience on all sides 
                   



AOS 2 Knowledge Organiser 

AOS 2 Vocal Music 
Key Components  

Purcell ‘Music for a While’ Queen ‘Killer Queen’ from the album Sheer 
Heart Attack 

Context 
  

From Incidental music to the play Oedipus by John Dryden and Nathaniel Lee Written by Freddie Mercury and performed by Queen 
– a song about a high class prostitute. Inspired by 
musicals.  

Period and Genre Restoration period – Baroque 
1692 
Lament. Italian style 

1974 
Rock Song (Glam rock) 
Anthemic 

Resources Solo voice, harpsichord, lute and bass viol Lead vocal, piano, ’jangle piano’ backing vocals, guitar, 
drumkit, bass guitar, triangle and wood chimes. 
Overdubbing, phase shifter, (bar 17 ‘laser beam’) 
studio effects such as reverb (lead vocal), distortion 
(solo guitar), wah-wah (guitars bar 62), panning (bar 
19), flanger (bars 77-78) 
Guitar – string bends, slides, pull-offs, vibrato, palm 
mute 

Structure A B A1 (ternary with shortened return of A section 
Ground bass- Basso continuo 

Adventurous structure 
Intro, Verse 1, Chorus 1, Instrumental, Verse 2, Chorus 
2, Guitar solo part 1 and part 2, Verse 3, Chorus 3, 
Outro. Reuse of phrases 

Tonality 
 

A minor 
C major 

Eb major (unusual for rock music) 
Modulates 

Harmony Perfect cadences 
Dissonant intervals – false relations 
Suspensions 
Tierce de Picardie (bar 23) 
Arpeggiated 

Harmonic sequences create tonal ambiguity 
Extended chords, chord inversion create scalic 
movements in the bass 
Harmonic rhythm changes throughout the piece 
Chorus 1 – circle of fifths 
Gospel harmonies 
Parallel chords 
Four-part 

Melody Ornamentation – mordents, appoggiaturas 
Syllabic and melismatic 
Word painting – ‘Mu’, ‘eternal’, ‘all’, ‘drop’ (onomatopoeic) ’wond’ring’.  
Sequences and passing notes 
Rests for expressive effect 

Almost entirely syllabic 
Vocables 
Anacrusis 
Rising sequence, falling 5th motif 
Spoken phrases 

Rhythm and tempo 4/4 time Fairly slow 
Dotted rhythms – influence of stile italiano 

12/8  
Swung quavers 
Syncopation 
Fast 

Dynamics Terraced dynamics  None 

Texture Word painting 
Homophonic 

Begins homophonic  
Second verse some polyphony 
Second half of guitar solo- layering 
Antiphonal (bars 47-50) 

 



 

Knowledge Organiser Questions for GCSE Music AOS 2 Autumn Term 2 Challenge 

Week 1 (M4aW) 1. What is Music for a While based on? 
2. What period was it written in and what date? 
3. What genre of music is it? 
4. What is the melody instrument? 
5. What are the accompaniment instruments? 

1. What other piece can we compare with Music for 

a While? 

2. What is Incidental music? 

Week 2 (M4aW) 1. What key is Music for a While in? 

2. What key does it modulate to? 

3. State three features of the harpsichord writing.  

4. Name the type of cadence at bar 23. 

5. What is another name for dissonant intervals?  

1. What other key could it have modulated to remain 

functional? 

2. What is another word for copying in music? 

 

Week 3 (M4aW) 1. Name three features of the melodic writing in music for a While. 

2. What is the structure of Music for a While? 

3. Name three words that use word painting.  

4. Describe the dynamics in the piece.  

5. What denotes the piece was influenced by Stile Italiano? 

 

1. What would the purpose of rests be in the vocals? 

2. What is a Da capo aria and where is it from? 

 

Week 4 (KQ) 1. What genre is Killer Queen? 

2. What was the inspiration?  

3. When was it written and by whom? 

4. List the instruments. 

5. State 5 guitar techniques used.  

 

1. What other piece can we compare Killer Queen 

to? 

2. Give bar numbers to state where guitar techniques 

are used.  

 

Week 5 (KQ) 1. What technology effects are used and give bar numbers? 

2. What key is the piece in and does it modulate? Why is this unusual? 

3. What is the structure of the piece? 

4. State one vocal effect used. 

5. State three harmonic features used. 

 

1. Why was the structure described as adventurous? 

2. What is a circle of fifths and where will you find it 

in Killer Queen? 

 

Week 6 1. What is the time signature? 

2. What rhythmic features are used? 

3. State two types of texture and where.  

4. Bars 47-50 are antiphonal, what does it mean? 

5. State three melodic features used. 

 

1. Why is this time signature unusual? 

2. What is another name for an upbeat? 

 

 



 

SHT 

A: Types of movement 
There are four basic types of motion in mechanical systems 
 
Linear motion: movement in a straight line, such as on a paper trimmer 
 
 
 
 
Reciprocating motion: movement backwards and forwards, or up and 
down in a straight line, such as the movement of a needle on a sewing  
machine 
 
 
 
Rotary motion: movement round in a circle, such as a wheel turning 
 
 

 
 
 
Oscillating motion: movement swinging from side to side, such as a swing 
or the pendulum on a clock 
 
 

E: Gear trains 
Gears are toothed wheels that interlock. They transfer motion from one 
part of a machine to another. 
 
Gear trains transmit or change rotary motion. A gear train is where two or 
more gears are linked together. They can be used to change the direction 
of motion or change the magnitude of the input force. 
 
Smaller gears with fewer teeth turn faster than 
larger gears with more teeth. This difference in 
speed is called the gear ratio.  
 
Gear ratio = number of teeth on driven gear ÷ 
number of teeth on the drive gear for example:  
Gear ratio=20÷10 = 2/1 or 2:1 
 
If the drive gear and the driven gear 
are separated by another gear, 
called the idler, they will move in 
the same  direction.  

C: Changing magnitude and direction of force 
Levers 
A lever changes an input movement and force (effort) into an output 
movement and force (load). A lever moves around a fixed point called a 
pivot. Scissors and pliers consist of two lever that pivot around one point. 
 
 
 
 
 
There are three basic types or orders of lever. The order of lever depends 
upon the position of the load (L), effort (E) and fulcrum. 
 The load is the object to be moved 
 The effort is the force to be applied to move the load 
 The fulcrum is the point where the load is pivoted 
 
First order lever 
A first order lever has the fulcrum        
between the effort and the load. If the 
fulcrum is moved closer to the load less 
effort is needed to move it (although the 
load does not move as far). 
 
Second order lever 
A second order lever has the fulcrum at 
one end of the lever and the effort is at 
the other end. The closer together the 
pivot and the load are, the easier it is to 
lift. 
 
Third order lever 
A third order lever has the effort in 
between the load and the pivot. 
Moving the effort and pivot further 
apart makes it easier to move or lift 
the load. 
 
This is a mnemonic to remember the 3 orders of levers:  
FLE– 1-2-3. The F, L, and E stand for the part of the lever system that is in 
the middle of the lever.  So, the fulcrum is in the middle of the 1st order 
lever, the load is in the middle of the 2nd order lever, and the effort is in 
the middle of the 3rd order lever system. 
F 1 Fulcrum in the middle  – 1st order 
L 2 Load in the middle – 2nd order 
E 3 Effort in the middle – 3rd order 

B: Linkages 
Levers can be connected together to form linkages. Linkages are widely 
used in mechanisms to transfer force and can also change the direction of 
movement.  
 
Simple linkage 
 Uses two fixed pivots 
 The input and output motions of the 

linkage are in the same direction. The 
motion of the link arm is in the opposite 
direction 

 
Bell crank 
 Changes the direction of a force through 90° 
 The magnitude of the output force can be 

changed by moving the fixed pivot 
 If the fixed pivot is closer to the output lever 

the output force is greater than the input 

F: Cams and followers 
A cam mechanism has three parts: a cam, a slide 
and a follower. When the cam rotates, the follower 
moves up and down in a reciprocating motion. The 
pattern the follower moves up and down in, varies 
depending on the shape of the cam; it can do three 
things: 
 
 go up (rise) 
 go down (fall) 
 Stay still (dwell) 
 
 
 
 
 
Cams come in many different 
shapes to create different  
combinations of rise, fall and 
dwell. 

Core Technical Principles 
Mechanical devices 

D: Video and web-links 
 
 GCSE bitesize: https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/zbt26yc/

revision/1  

https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/zbt26yc/revision/1
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/zbt26yc/revision/1


 

SHT 

Core Technical Principles 
Mechanical devices 

H: Key words 
 Mechanism: a device that changes an input motion into a different  

output motion 
 Lever: a mechanism that moves around a fixed point (pivot) 
 Linkages: mechanisms that transfer force and can change the direction 

of movement 
 Cam: a mechanism with a cam, slide and follower. When the cam      

rotates the follower moves up and down 
 Follower: a rod that rests on the edge of the turning cam 
 Gear train: a mechanism fro transmitting rotary motion and torque 
 Torque: the turning force that causes rotation 

Revision Checklist  

I can describe the four types of movement  

I understand what levers and linkages are and what they do  

I can identify the different orders of lever  

I understand how one type of motion can be converted to another using mechanisms  

I understand how diagrams and symbols are used to represent mechanisms  

I know that mechanisms can change the magnitude and direction of forces  

G: Pulleys and belts 
A simple pulley is made up of a wheel with a grooved outer edge and a 
cable, rope or belt that sits in this groove. Pulleys make lifting a load     
easier. 
 
One pulley on its own changes the 
direction of the force required. 
The same amount of force is 
needed, but pulling down might 
be easier than lifting something 
up. 
 
Using two or more pulleys together can change the magnitude of the force 
too - they can make things feel a lot lighter than they actually are. For   
example, one fixed pulley and one moving pulley (a block and tackle) will 
mean you only need half the force to pull a load. (shown above) 
 
A belt drive transfers movement from one rotating shaft to another. 
 
Belt drives are used in pillar drills 
and in products such as washing 
machines. 
 
In a pillar drill, a flexible belt joins 
two separate pulley wheels and 
links the motor to the drill shaft. 
The belt can be put in different  
positions to make the drill turn faster or slower. This works in a similar 
way to gears - if the wheels are of different sizes, the smaller wheel will 
spin faster. 
 
The diameter of the wheels can be used to calculate the velocity ratio - 
how fast the driven wheel will spin relative to the driver wheel. 
 
       velocity ratio =  diameter of the driven pulley wheel 
                           diameter of the driver pulley wheel 

Possible questions to help support your learning  

Section A:  
Types of movement 
 

1. What is movement in a straight line called? 
2. Describe reciprocating movement and give an example of where it can be found. 
3. Give an example of a product which uses rotary movement. 
4. What is movement swinging from side to side, such as a swing or the pendulum on a clock called? 

Section B:  
Linkages 

1. How many fixed pivots are in a simple linkage? 
2. Describe the input and output motions of a simple linkage. 
3. What is the function of a bell crank? 
4. Explain how the magnitude of the output force can be changed in a bell crank. 

Section C:  
Changing magnitude and         
direction of force 

1. What is the function of a lever? 
2. State an example of a second order lever. 
3. Describe the position of the load in a third order lever. 
4. What is the mnemonic that can be used to remember the three orders of levers? 

Section E: 
Gear trains 

1. What is the function of a gear train? 
2. A gear train contains two gears. The driver gear has 10 teeth and the driven gear has 50 teeth. Calculate the 

gear ratio of this gear train. 
3. What happens if an idler gear is put between the drive and driven gears in a gear train? 

Section F: 
Cams and followers 

1. Name the three parts of a cam mechanism. 
2. Explain what is meant by the terms rise, fall and dwell in a cam mechanism. 
3. Draw a cam which will make the follower rise slowly then drop suddenly. 
4. Draw a cam which will make the follower rise and fall twice in one rotation. 

Section G:  
Pulleys and belts 

1. Describe a simple pulley. 
2. What is the function of a pulley? 
3. Describe the benefit of using two or more pulleys together. 
4. A pillar drill operates using a belt drive mechanism. The driver wheel has a diameter of 32mm and the driven 

wheel has a diameter of 128mm. Calculate the velocity ratio. 

Section H: 
Keywords 

1. What is a mechanism? 
2. Name a turning force that causes rotation. 
3. Which type of mechanism transfers forces and can change the direction of movement? 
4. What is a follower? 



 

SHT 

Year 11 Design and Technology 
Understanding a systems approach when designing 

A: A systems approach explained 
 
To work out how any product containing electronics works, you need to 
ask the following questions: 
1. What does the product do? (what is the output?) 
2. How does it do it? (what is the process?) 
3. What happens to allow this to work? (what is the input?) 
 
 
 

A simple systems diagram 
 

These three elements of input, process and output are what is called a  
systems approach to designing. 

D: Outputs 
 
The output of an electronic system is generally the part that people are 
aware of. Whether it is light, sound or movement, the principle of  
operating whatever device is used is the same. 
 
Lamps and Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) 
 These turn electricity into light 
 Lamps have poor energy efficiency 
 LEDs have very good energy efficiency 
 
 
 
 
 
 
              A lamp                                   LEDs    
 
Buzzers 
 These make a noise 
 They fall into two types: electromechanical and piezoelectric 
 
 
 
 
 
        electromechanical                    piezoelectric 
              buzzer              buzzer 
 
Uses: alarm clocks, timers 

INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT 

B: Input devices 
 
Input devices are electrical or mechanical sensors that use signals from 
the environment such as light levels, temperature and pressure and  
convert them into signals that can be passed into processing devices or 
components. 
 
Light dependent resistor (LDR) 
 LDRs are light sensors - they detect changes in light levels 
 In brighter light, the resistance of an LDR falls - this allows circuits to be 

turned on or off when it gets light or dark 
 For example, LDRs are often used in automatic night lights where the 

light is turned on when it gets dark 
 
Uses: street lamps, clock radios, night lights, mobile 
phones (to turn the flash on automatically if light 
levels are low  when using the camera) 
 
Thermistor 
 Thermistors are temperature sensors - they detect changes in          

temperature 
 There are two types of thermistor: those with a resistance that          

increases with temperature increase and those with a resistance that 
falls with temperature increase 

 Thermistors are used in systems to regulate temperature 
 
Uses: toasters, coffee makers,  
central heating systems,  
refrigerators, freezers, hair dryers 

B: Input devices 
 
Switches and pressure sensors 
There are a variety of switches that can be used to input   signals to proc-
essing devices. They can be used to sense when object apply pressure to 
them. This is useful when: 
 You want to turn something on 
 An object has reached as far as you want it to travel 
 You want to start something by pressing with your finger 
 You want to know if something has closed 
 You want to stop a machine if a safety guard is opened 
 Pressure pad switches can be used in alarm systems, automatic door 

operation, patient bed monitoring, seat occupancy detection, etc  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Microswitch        push to make           pressure pad                 rocker                   
                  switch                    switch                   switch 

C: Processes 
 
Electronic processes can be carried out by many components, but they are 
frequently performed by microcontrollers.  
 Microcontrollers are small computers within a single integrated circuit 
 The circuit contains a processor core, memory and programmable input 

and output capability 
 They can be used as counters and timers for decision making 
 Microcontrollers are mass produced in huge numbers by automated 

systems that reduce the cost of each individual one 
 Microcontrollers need to be programmed to perform a  particular  

function. This can be done by creating a flow chart with instructions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Uses: car engine control systems, remote controls, office  machines,  
medical devices, toys and most electronic products 

decision process 

stop 

process 

start 

F: Video and web-links 
 
 GCSE bitesize: https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/z6kr97h/

revision/1  

E: Key words 
 
 System diagram: a diagram that breaks down an operation into its 

three main component parts: input, process and output. More complex 
systems may have more than one input, process and output 

 Process devices: these handle information received and turn outputs 
on and/or off 

 Input device: electrical and mechanical sensors that use signals from 
the environment and convert them into signals that can be passed into 
processing devices and components 

 Microcontroller: a small computer within a single integrated circuit (IC)  
 Output: this sends out information, heat, light, sound or mechanical 

movement to the environment the system is operating in 

https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/z6kr97h/revision/1
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/z6kr97h/revision/1
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Revision Checklist  

I understand a systems approach to designing  

I know how to draw and interpret a systems diagram  

I understand the function of inputs, processes and outputs in a  
system 

 

I can identify inputs, processes and outputs in systems  

Possible questions to help support your learning  

Section A:  
A systems approach explained 
 

1. What type of products use a systems approach to designing? 
2. Name the three blocks that make up a system. 
3. Draw a simple systems diagram. 
4. What are the questions you need to ask in order to understand how an electronic product works? 

Section B:  
Input devices 

1. Explain how a light dependent resistor works. 
2. What is the function of an LDR in a mobile phone? 
3. Explain how a  thermistor works. 
4. Explain the difference between the two types of thermistor. 
5. What is the function of a thermistor in a freezer? 

Section C:  
Processes 

1. What are the four components of the integrated circuit in a microcontroller? 
2. How are microcontrollers manufactured? 
3. Give examples of products that contain microcontrollers. 
4. Discuss why microcontrollers are used so frequently in products. 
5. Draw a simple flow chart that could be used to program a microcontroller. 

Section D:  
Outputs 

1. Name three types of output signal. 
2. Name two output devices and state the type of output signal that they produce. 
3. Compare the use of lamps and LEDs in electronic devices. 
4. What are the two types of buzzer? 
5. Give an example of a product that would include a buzzer. 

Section E: 
Keywords 

1. What is the definition of a system diagram? 
2. A device which handles information received and turn outputs on and/or off is called a? 
3. What is the name for a small computer within a single integrated circuit (IC)? 
4. What is the definition of an output device? 
5. Electrical and mechanical sensors that use signals from the environment and convert them into signals that can 

be passed into processing devices and components are called? 



SECTION CRITERIA MAX MARKS

A Researching the task 6
B Demonstrating 

technical skills
18

C Planning for the final 
menu

8

D Making the final 
dishes

30

E Analysis and
evaluation

8

Total 70

Section B: Research (6 
marks) 
Demonstrate technical 
skills in the preparation 
and cooking of three to 
four dishes
Select and use 
equipment for different 
technical skills in the 
preparation and cooking 
of selected dishes. Food 
safety principles should 
be demonstrated when 
storing, preparing and 
cooking 

Explain why you chose 
to make each of the 
dishes for your skills 
trials
Link back to the task
Link back to your 
research
Identify the technical 
skills within each dish. 
Photographic evidence 
will be needed to 
authenticate the 
technical skills. 

Record the following for 
each dish:
Strengths 
Weaknesses
How the dish could be 
improved/adapted

Ensure 3-5 tasters 
complete sensory 
analysis on each dish
2. Have sheets ready 
for tasters to 
complete so that it 
can be done quickly

Write up the results 
of your sensory 
analysis using 
tables/star profiles
Analyse the results –
what do your results 
say about each dish

SECTION B SUCCESS CRITERIA
FOR MAXIMUM 18 MARKS

• Competently executes a wide range of 
complex technical skills/processes (e.g. 
filleting fish or cutting vegetables with 
precision and accuracy e.g. julienne) to 
produce excellent quality dishes.

• Selects and uses appropriate equipment 
confidently and accurately.

• Extensive review of technical skills that 
leads to appropriate and justified final 
dishes.

Students will select three dishes to make which allow them to showcase their technical skills to make for their final menu. 
The final dishes will relate to the task and research and be dishes that have not been made previously. For example, a 
student could make the following initial dishes to demonstrate technical skills: 

Fish pie (technical skills shown: filleting fish, making a sauce, 
vegetable preparation, piping potato). 

. Fish cakes with parsley sauce. 

Beef lasagne (technical skills shown: pasta making, sauce 
making, vegetable preparation).                       

Cannelloni with homemade pasta and tomato ragu sauce. 

Traditional quiche (technical skills shown: shortcrust pastry, 
lining a flan ring). 

Roasted vegetable flan with reduced fat ingredients to 
improve the nutritional properties. 

Students will be rewarded for the use of a range of technical skills and the quality of outcomes achieved. The complexity 
and challenge of the dishes produced is linked to the complexity of the skills involved in producing the dish. To achieve the
top bands, students must attempt complex skills. 

WHEN SELECTING YOUR DISHES 
YOU MUST RECORD

• Name of recipe
• Reasons for choice and suitability for chosen 

task
• Ingredients
• Technical skills
• Photographic evidence with a clear name and 

candidate number
• Results of sensory testing and analysis
• Evaluation of dish and its suitability

SECTION A

SECTION B

SECTION C



YEAR 11 FOOD PREPARATION 
AND NUTRITION

1. Descale and remove the fins.
2. Cut into the top of the fish on one side of the 

tail; detach the backbone from head to tail cut 
under the flesh towards the tail and detach the 
cut piece

3. Cut along the curved rib bones and finish 
detaching the fillet at the head.  Turn the fish 
over and repeat to remove the second fillet

1. Remove the legs and thighs by making a cut 
between the main body and the leg and thigh 
and popping the joint out. Turn the bird over 
and cut around the oysters. Then follow the 
natural bone structure of the bird to trim the leg 
and thigh away.

2. Cut through the middle joint of the leg to 
separate into thigh and drumstick.

3. Remove the wings by finding the natural joint 
and cutting through it.

4. Remove the breasts either by using a knife to 
follow the angle of the breastbone, pulling the 
whole breast away from the carcass, or by 
snipping through the breastbone with poultry 
shears, then snipping down the fat line on the 
other side of the breast (this keeps the bone 
attached and is preferable if roasting the jointed 
chicken).

HOW TO FILLET ROUND FISH

HOW TO PORTION CHICKEN 
INTO EIGHT PIECES

SECTION D



SECTION AND TOPICS YEAR 11 FOOD QUESTIONS

SECTION A 1. How many skills trials do you need to complete?
2. When choosing each dish, what is it important to do?
3. List what you must discuss in the evaluation of each dish
4. How many tasters should there be to complete the sensory analysis?
5. How can you present your sensory results?

SECTION B 1. How many marks can you achieve for Section B?
2. Name three types of information you should record when selecting your dishes
3. List three technical skills that are complex
4. Describe how you should be using your equipment when cooking

SECTION C 1. How many dishes will you need to select to show case?
2. Describe how to upskill a dish to demonstrate your technical skills
3. Should the skills be the same or different when you are choosing them for your final courses?

SECTION D 1. How many skills should you have demonstrated for this subject?
2. How many pieces can chicken be portioned?
3. What do you remove first?
4. Where do you make the cut to do this successfully?
5. How do you separate the thigh and the drumstick?
6. After descaling the fish, what do you remove?
7. How do you detach the fillet at the head of the fish?



Week 3 - Key Content 

Security controls prevent data and se-

curity breaches. They have four catego-

ries: Physical – fences, gates, locks, 

Technical – firewalls, settings, anti-

virus, Procedural – incident processes , 

Legal – laws. Portable storage devices 

allow people to steal large amounts of 

data very quickly 

Internal threats:  

Unintentional disclosure of data, users 

overriding security controls, intentional 

steeling or leaking information, use of 

portable storage devices, downloads 

from the internet, visiting untrust-

worthy websites.  

Week 1 - Need to know 

A hacker is a person who gets access to a computer system without permis-

sion. Reasons for hacking: Fun, Financial gain, disruption, spying in compa-

nies, personal attack, information/Data theft. Malware is known as malicious 

software  example is a virus.,  Computer viruses infect computers. A worm 

replicates itself in order to spread to other computers. Trojans have a pro-

gram, game or cracked file which is something the user wants They have 

negative program code which causes damage, takes control, or provides ac-

cess to the computer. Ransom Holds a computer hostage by locking or en-

crypting access to it If the data is encrypted, not even a cyber security profes-

sional will be able to recover the data unless  backups are available. 

Week 5 -  Key con-

tent 

Password cracking involves 

dictionary attacks, brute-force 

and guesswork.  

Tips to secure your password 

Uppercase, Numbers, Sym-

bols such as #(*$£” 

Physical security: monitored 

CCTV, car park barriers, limit-

ing access to buildings with ID 

cards, only allowing one per-

son to enter at a time, having 

security personnel. 

The aim of penetration testing 

(‘pen’ testing) is to find weak-

nesses in a company’s IT sys-

tem. Wi-Fi is a particularly 

vulnerable component in com-

pany and public IT systems  

 

Week 4  - Key content 

Users have restricted privileges  on different ac-

counts like you do and a teacher does at school.  

Firewalls separate trusted networks from un-

trusted networks and can be built into hardware. 

Features include, preventing attackers from gain-

ing access, blocking malicious computers, inap-

propriate websites to be blocked. Encryption is 

used to keep data secret and only possible to read 

by people or computers who have the key or pass-

word. Anti virus software will detect malware and 

defend the computer. 

Week 6 -  Key skills  

IT Directors and managers are normally responsible  

for writing and enforcing IT policies. If the company 

or someone in the company is doing something 

against a policy then there should be a procedure for 

reporting this. An Acceptable Use Policy will cover 

what software employees can use and whether they 

can install software. Passwords are often checked 

as they are created to make sure that the conform to 

the parameters given in a required policy.  

ICT - Component 3 – Year 11 Cyber Security 

Social engineering  is the ability to obtain confidential information by  asking 

people for it  

Shoulder surfing is the ability to get information or passwords by observing as 

someone types them in  

Phishing is a type of social engineering technique. Emails, texts or phone calls 

are sent to users commonly pretending to be from a bank or website 

Pharming is a way of redirecting a legitimate websites’ visitors to a fake web-

site run by a hacker The hacker can then use this site to discover usernames 

and passwords or other personal information  

Man in the middle attack allows the attacker to intercept communications  

Week 2—Need to know 

 

Computer Misuse Act (1990) – 
This act prevents: 
Creation of malware including vi-
ruses, Gaining unauthorised ac-
cess to a computer, Modifying or 
deleting computer software or data 
 
Data Protection Act (2018) – 
This act: Prevents unnecessary 
processing or storing of data 

Steps to take after an attack 



Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 

1) what is a hacker?  

2) list some reasons for hacking 

3) provide an example of a financial gain hack-

ing attempt 

4) attacks such as denial of service stop web-

sites working is a form of what reason.  

5) one other reason for attacking systems is 

industrial espionage what does this mean?  

1) what is the difference between a virus and 

a worm? 

2) What is a man in the middle attack?  

3) What is a Trojan and how does it cause 

harm? 

4) what is known as shoulder surfing?  

5) Explain what phishing is with an example.  

 

1) what are the four categories for security 

controls?  

2) What physical security measures can be 

put in place?  

3) Many organisations use biometrics for 

security explain how using an example. 

4) Explain what penetration testing is 

5) What might a computer log be used for?  

 

Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 

1) Provide the different types of malware?  

2) How can a firewall be used in a school?  

3) What does user privileges mean ? 

4)  What does anti virus software do pro-

vide an example  

5) Define encryption.  

1) what is the data protection act?  

2) What is the computer misuse act?  

3) What are IT directors and managers re-

sponsible for?  

4) Why must you have a back up process in 

place?  

5) What different types of back up methods 

are there?  

1) What steps do you need to take after an 

attack?  

2) What is known as an acceptable use pol-

icy ? 

3) How can you make sure you have a 

strong password?  

4) What could a company’s password policy 

be?  

5) What is known as a disaster recovery 

plan?  



Computer Science GCSE  - 1.4 Wired and wireless networks / 1.5 Network topologies, protocols and layers  

Week 2 - Keywords & Definitions 

Encryption Data converted from a readable form to an encoded 

version. 

WEP WEP is a security protocol for Wi-Fi networks. 

TCP/IP TCP/IP stands for Transmission Control Protocol/

Internet Protocol 

Node A device connected to a network via a link.  

Week 3 - Networks 

Local Area Network [LAN] – Over a small geographical area. 

Wide Area Network [WAN] – Over a large geographical area. 

Network - A collection of computers connected together. 

Server -  A computer that holds data to be shared with other computers. A 

web server stores and shares websites. Servers require server software.  

Networks can be constructed using various layouts called topologies. 

Week 1 - Key Words & Definitions  

Hub used to connect multiple devices to the network. Now obsolete (use Switch)  

Switch connecting computers and other network capable devices together to form a network. 

Peer to peer No single provider is responsible for being the server. Each computer stores files and acts as a server. Each computer has equal 

responsibility for providing data. 

Router Connects Server to Internet and transmits data (as packets) between networks 

Client server The client-server model is the relationship between two computers in which one, the client, makes a service request from another, 

the server. For example, websites are stored on web servers  



Computer Science GCSE  - 1.4 Wired and wireless networks / 1.5 Network topologies, protocols and layers  

Week 5 - Star & Mesh 

Star: Each device on the network has its own cable that connects to a switch  or server. It is cen-

tralised. Central switch or server allows many devices to be connected to it 

Advantage - very reliable – if one cable or device fails, then all the others will continue to work. High 

performing as no data collisions can occur. Simple to add more devices to network. Better performance 

– all data sent to central device so all devices can transmit data at once 

Disadvantage - expensive to install as this type of network uses the most cable, and network ca-

ble is expensive if a hub or switch fails, all the devices connected to it will have no network connection 

Mesh: Relatively new topology. Decentralised -  Where some or all of the workstations or other de-

vices are connected directly to each of other. Most are usually connected to the node that they ex-

change the most data with.  

Advantage— No single point where it can fail. If one device fails then the data is sent along a different 

route to its target 

Disadvantage—Very expensive – a lot of wire is needed to connect devices together BUT can over-

come this by using wireless technology 

Week 4  - Keywords 

NIC  - Network Interface Controller. The 

component that allows a device to connect 

to a network, typical examples are WiFi 

and Ethernet  

WAP - Wireless Access Point. The point 

to which a wireless‐ enabled device con-

nects to a network. It normally connects to 

or is built into a router  

UTP - Unshielded Twisted Pair. A cable 

used for providing fast data transmission 

and minimal interference. Relatively easy 

to install.  

Coaxial Cable Bulkier than UTP and 

less convenient to install.  

Fibre Optic A cable which transmits 

light at the speed of light to send binary 

code. Not subject to interference from 

neighbouring cables.  

Wireless A commonly used connection 

as it gives portability to devices and re-

quired minimal alteration to buildings. 

Easy to add new devices to the network.  

Week 6 -  Topology 

Topology - The layout of a network in terms of the way which it is connected.  

Star - Most common network layout. A central device controls sending packets between devices  

Mesh - Nodes may be connected via a series of paths, and multiple routes exist, such as the in-

ternet. A mesh may be partially or fully connected.  

Bus - All devices are connected to the backbone which transports packets between devices.  

Ring - All devices are connected in a ring shape and must have a token to be able to send data to 

another machine. When no machines are sending data, the token circulates the network until it is need-

ed.  



Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 

1) What is a Hub? 

2)What is a Switch?  

3)What is peer to peer? 

4)What is a router? 

5)What is a client server? 

1)What is encryption? 

2) What is WEP? 

3)What is TCP/IP? 

4)What is a node? 

5)What is a router? 

1) Define LAN? 

2)Define WAN? 

3)What is a network? 

4)What is a server? 

5)What are the various layouts of a network 

called? 

Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 

1)What is NIC? 

2)What is WAP? 

3)What is UTP? 

4)What is a Coaxial Cable? 

5)What does fibre optic mean? 

1)What is a star?  

2)What is mesh? 

3)What are the advantages of star? 

4)What are the disadvantages of star? 

5)What are the advantages of mesh? 

1)What is a topology? 

2)What is a star? 

3)What is a mesh? 

4)What is a bus? 

5)What is a ring? 



SECTION A

Drawing a Portrait
On the original Photograph:
- Draw a box around the original image
- Draw a line that crosses through the eyes on

the original image (eyeline)
- Draw a line that separates the face in the

middle
- Add mark around the corners of the eyes,

bottom of the nose, sides of the nostrils, etc..

On your canvas:
- Draw a box that has the same ratio as the one

you drew on the photo
- Draw the eyeline at the same angle as it is on

the original photo
- Draw a line to separate the face in the two

halves
- Add all the marks for the features, following

the marks on the photo
- Remove the guidelines and refine the features
- Add a range of Tones to give your drawing

Form

SECTION C

Terminology
• Hue: your base colour (pure colour of an object)
• Tints: your base colour with white (for the highlights)
• Tones: your base colour with grey (for areas that receive poorer 

light, not directly from the primary light source, eg. Light 
bounced off a white wall onto an object)

• Shades: your base colour with black (for your shadows)

SECTION B

Terminology
• Transcription: An accurate copy of an artist’s work
• Response: An original piece of artwork, inspired by the artist you have researched
• Combo-Response: An original piece of artwork, inspired by a few of the artists you have

researched in your book at that point
• Plan Sketches: A series of sketches created to try out different composition ideas before choosing

the most effective one for the Response piece
• Annotations: sentences next to your drawings and your artwork, where you express your

intentions about what you will do and reflect on your artwork you have produced.

SECTION D

Skin Tones
painting realistic skin tones
- You will need to use Yellow, Red, Blue, Black and White
- Start by blending warm tones (orange, blown)
- Add some blue to desaturate the warmth of the colour, so it’s 

not too orange or to vibrant
- Add white to balance the colour to a more realistic skin tone
- Compare your colour to the original image by painting a dot

onto the photograph where the skin is, this will help you figure 
out what colour you need to add to achieve a closer colour

Once you have created your desired skin tone:
- Add white and a bit of yellow to create the Tints of your skin 

tone.
- Add black and a bit of blue to create the shades of the skin 

tone
- Add grey to create the areas of the face that receive secondary

light

Tint (highlights)

Hue (base colour)

Shade (shadows)

Tone (areas that receive
reflected light)

Knowledge Organiser:
Art and Design - Year 11 - Autumn 2
Colour Version will be shared on Show My Homework

Secondary light source
is the light that is reflected off the field

Guides on the original photo

Guides on your canvas



Section A

1. What is the first things you need to do on the photo?
2. What other guidelines do you need to add to the photo?
3. What id the first thing you need to draw on your canvas?
4. How can you make your drawing or painting look 3D?

Questions for Art – Y11 Aut2

Kristina Laurendi Havens

Lucian Freud

Lighter Skin Tones
To paint skin tone 
realistically, you need to 
observe and find the 
different colours hiding in 
the highlights, shadows 
and reflections across the 
surface of the skin. 

9. Make enough skin tone on your 
palette

10. For your highlights, use a corner of 
the skin tone and add a lot more White

11. For your shadows, use a 
corner of the skin tone and add 
some Black and Blue

1. Blend a lot of Yellow

2. With less Red

3. To make Orange

4. Add a tinny 
bit of Blue

5. It will make it  look 
Greenish

6. Add bit 
of Red

7. Also add 
some White

8. Realistic light 
skin tone

1. Blend a lot of Yellow

2. With less Blue

3. To make Green

4. Add 
some 
Red

5. To make 
Brown

6. Add Black and 
White to make grey

7.  To make a 
Realistic dark skin 
tone

8. Make enough skin tone on your 
palette

9. For your highlights, use a corner of the 
skin tone and add a lot more White

11. For your shadows, use a corner of 
the skin tone and add some Black, as 
well as  Red and Blue

Darker Skin Tones
To paint skin tone 
realistically, you need to 
observe and find the 
different colours hiding 
in the highlights, 
shadows and reflections 
across the surface of the 
skin. 

SECTION E

Section B

1. What is a Transcription?
2. What is a response?
3. What is a Combo-response?
4. What are plan sketches?
5. What would you write in your annotations?

Section C

1. What is a Hue?
2. What is a Tint?
3. What is a Tone
4. What is a Shade?
5. Where would you paint the Tones?

Section D

1. Which colours do you need to use to paint skin tones?
2. Which colour do you need to desaturate the your colour?
3. How do you create Tints for your skin tone?
4. How do you create Tones for your skin tone?
5. How do you create Shades for your skin tone?

Section E

1. Which two colours do you need to blend first to get a darker 
skin tone?

2. Which two colours do you need to blend first to get a lighter 
skin tone?

3. Which colour do you need to add if you skin tone is looking 
too green?

4. Which colour do you need to add if your skin tone is looking 
too purple?

5. What do you need to add if your portrait is looking too flat?



GCSE Business Studies Year 11  : Marketing and Finance   

1 

Week 1 : Market Research  

Market research  The process of collecting  information about what 
customers  want , competitors and market trends.  

The purpose of 
Market research  

Market research helps entrepreneurs to identify  the 
needs of customers. It can be used to identify a gap in 
the market and to inform business decisions  

Primary 
Research  

This involves  collecting new information that did not 
exist before . This first hand information is valuable to 
the business in understanding  its market  

Examples of 
Primary research  

Surveys, Questionnaires, focus groups, observations  

Secondary 
Research  

This is the process of gathering information that 
already exists or can be defined as data that has  been 
collected before . 

Examples of 
secondary 
research  

Internet, market reports , government reports , books, 
newspaper articles  

Quantitative 
data  

This is  numerical  data that can be measured easily  

Qualitative data  This is based on people’s  opinions and judgements and  
therefore cannot be measured  

How markets are segmented  

Demographics This divides the market by factors such as gender , religion or family type  

Income  This involves grouping customers based on how much they earn, the job 
that they do or their social status( middle class or high income earners  

Location  A business may choose to divide its market into groups based on where 
they live. 

Life style  This involves grouping customers on how they live their lives and the choic-
es they make. For example adventurous , health and fitness etc.  

Age  This means that a business may choose to segment its market depending on 
their age and offer different products for different age groups  

A market map illustrates the range of “positions” that a product can take 

in a market based on two dimensions that are important to customers 

such as price and quality  

Week 2  Market segmentation  

Market segmentation: involves breaking down a market into smaller groups . Each of the groups 
contain people that have similar characteristics and buying habits  

Week 3 Market  Mapping  

A market map is used by 

businesses to identify gaps 

in the market  It can also be 

used to identify competi-

tors  

Week  4: Making Marketing decisions ( Product )  

Product  The product is the first element of the marketing mix. A product is a good or ser-

vice that is offered for sale. For a product to be successful, it must be distinctive 

and match the needs and wants of the target market  

Design Mix  To achieve a good product a business will need to consider three elements that 

make up the design mix. These include  : Function , Economic manufacture (cost) 

Aesthetics ( appearance) 

Product life cycle  The product life cycle shows the journey of a product from its development, and 

launch to its removal from sales. These stages include : Development, Introduc-

tion, growth, maturity and decline.  

Extension  

strategy  

Actions that businesses can take to extend the life of a product. Examples include 

advertising, price changes, adding value, new packaging, expanding into new 

markets  

Product  

differentiation  

The process of distinguishing products from others in the market. Examples in-

clude: price, quality, reliability , performance, Unique selling point, branding 

USP An aspect of a product that differentiates it from its competitors  



GCSE Business Studies Year 11  : Marketing and Finance   

2 

Week 4 :  Marketing Decisions ( Promotion, Pricing )   

Promotion  Promotion is used by a business to inform its customers about a product 
and its benefits to try to convince them to buy the product. It is also used 
by businesses to build brand awareness.  

Promotional 
strategies  

Promotional tools used by businesses include, newspapers, magazines, 
television, radio, online, social media sites ,special offers, sponsorships, E– 
newsletters  

Branding  A brand is a name, symbol , design or slogan that identifies a business or 
differentiates it from its competition . Developing a good brand image will 
lead to business success.  

Price  Price is the amount of money charged by the business for a product 

Pricing 
strategies  

Price skimming, competitive pricing, cost plus pricing , price penetration , 
loss leader pricing 

 Week 5 : Marketing Decisions ( Place )  

Place  Refers to how a business gets its  products to its customers. This also 
includes the way in which customers access the products and how it is 
delivered  

Retailing  Involves selling products or services to customers in a physical shop  

E-tailers  E-tailers sell products online, allowing customers to shop without having 
to physically visit a store.  

Week 6 : Revenue , Costs and Profits   

What is 
Revenue  

Revenue is the amount of money received by the business sell 

ing goods or services over a period of time 

Revenue =  Price X Quantity  

 Costs  

Fixed 
costs  

Fixed costs do not vary with output produced by the business. 
For example rent , salary or insurance  

Variable 
cost  

 

These are costs that vary with levels of output ( variable costs 
per unit sold X quantity)  

Examples include : Wages, raw materials and packaging  

Total 
costs  

All costs added together are total costs ( Fixed costs + Variable 
costs ) 

Profit  Profit occurs when revenues of a business are greater than its 
total costs  

Profit = Revenue—Total Costs  

Break Even  Break even is the level of output at which a business’s reve-

nue covers its total cost. At this point the business is neither 

Formula to 

Know  

      Fixed cost  

Selling price—Variable cost  

Interest is the 

reward for sav-

ing money and 

the cost of bor-

rowing money  

Cashflow   Cash flow is the inflow and out flow of money into and out of a busi-

ness in a given period . Net cashflow = Cash inflow—Cash outflow  

Week 7 : Business Calculations  

Gross Profit  Total revenue  - Cost of sales  

Net profit  Gross Profit   - Expenses  

Gross Profit Margin              Gross Profit            X 100  

                  Revenue  

Net Profit Margin              Net Profit  X 100  

                  Revenue 



GCSE Business Studies Year 11  : Marketing and Finance   
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Knowledge Organiser :  Homework Questions for  Year 10 GCSE Business  

Week 1 

Market  

Research  

1. Define Market research 

2. What is the purpose of market research  

3. What are the two types of market research  

4. What is the difference between primary re-
search and secondary research  

5. What is the difference between quantitative 
and qualitative research  

Week 2 

Market  

Segmentation  

1. Define the term market segmentation 

2. Explain why one reason why a business will choose to segment 
its markets  

3. What are the five main ways in which a business can segment its 
market  

4. Give an example of how a business could segment its market 
according to Lifestyle  

Week 3 

Market 

Mapping  

1. What does the term Market Map mean ?  

2. How many features are used to produce a Mar-
ket map  

3. What can a market map identify for a business  
owner  

4. Why does a business use market mapping  

5. Explain the problem with market mapping  

Week 4 

Making  

Marketing   

decisions  

( Product)  

1. What  is  a product ?  

2. What is the design mix  

3. What is meant by the term Product Life Cycle  

4. How can a business differentiate its product from its competitors  

5. Suggest one technique a business could use to extend the life of 
its Products  

Week 5 

Making 

Marketing 

Decisions  

 

 

1. What is promotion 

2. What is the difference between an E-tailer and 
a retailer  

3. Why is place an important aspect of the mar-
keting mix  

4. What is a brand  

5. Identify 2 pricing strategies used by a business 
of your choice  

Week 6  

Revenue costs  
and Profits  

1. Define Revenue  

2. What is a fixed cost  

3. What is a variable cost  

4. What is the formula for total cost  

5. What does the term break even mean  

 



GCSE Business Studies Theme 1 : Spotting a Business Opportunity  
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Week 1 : Market Research  

Market research  The process of collecting  information about what customers  
want , competitors and market trends.  

The purpose of 
Market research  

Market research helps entrepreneurs to identify  the needs of 
customers. It can be used to identify a gap in the market and to 
inform business decisions  

Primary Research  This involves s collecting new information that did not exist 
before . This first hand information is valuable to the business 
in understanding  its market  

Examples of 
Primary research  

Surveys, Questionnaires, focus groups, observations  

Secondary 
Research  

This is the process of gathering information that already exists 
or data that has  been collected before . 

Examples of 
secondary research  

Internet, market reports , government reports , books, 
newspaper articles  

Quantitative data  This is numerical data that can be measured easily . 

Qualitative data  This is based on people’s opinion  and judgements and 
therefore cannot be   measured  

How markets are segmented  

De-

mographics 

This involves grouping customers based on factors such as gender, reli-

gion  or family type  

Income  This involves grouping customers based on how much they earn, the job 

that they do or their social status( middle class or high income earners ) 

Location  A business may choose to divide its market into groups based on where 

they live  

Life style  This involves grouping customers on how they live their lives and the 

choices they make. For example adventurous , health and fitness etc.  

Age  This means that a business may choose to segment its market depend-

ing  on their age and offer  different products for different age groups  

A market map illustrates the range of “positions” that a product can take in a mar-

ket based on two dimensions that are important to customers such as price and 

quality  

Week 4 : The Competitive environment: Where a business operates in a market 
where there are other businesses producing the same or similar goods and ser-
vices.  

How do businesses compete  

Price Businesses may reduce prices to attract customers  

Quality A business may choose to focus on quality and choose to offer 

better quality service  

Location A business may be easy to access or convenient  

Product range Having a large product range gives customers more choice and 

meet their needs  

Customer service A business will compete by offering customers an excellent ser-

vice  

Week 2  Market segmentation  

Market segmentation: involves breaking down a market into smaller groups . Each of the 
groups contain people that have similar characteristics and buying habits  

Week 3 Market  Mapping  

A market map is used 

by businesses to iden-

tify gaps in the market  

It can also be used to 

identify competitors  



GCSE Business Studies Theme 1 : Spotting a Business Opportunity  
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Week 5 :  Business Aims and Objectives   

Aims  Aims are goals set by a business and explains what a 
business wants to achieve in the long term 

Objectives  Objectives are short term targets a business takes to 
achieve its aims 

Why set aims and 
objectives  

A business sets aims and objectives to: 

 Help the business plan for its future  

 To enable the business to measure its performance  

Financial Objectives  Financial objectives relate to money  

Examples of 
Financial objectives   

Survival, sales and sales revenue, profit, market share , 
financial security  

Non Financial 
Objective  

Non financial aims and objectives relate to targets which 
are not money related  

Examples of non 
financial objectives  

Personal satisfaction, independence and control, challenge , 
customer satisfaction, business awards and recognition, 
social benefits or goals.  

Key Point: aims and objectives can vary for different types of businesses. For 
example Private sector businesses have aims and objectives that maximise their 
profit whereas Public sector businesses aims to deliver a service to customers  and 

Week 6 : Business Revenue costs and Profits  

What is Revenue  Revenue is the amount of money received by the business 

from 

selling goods or services over a period of time 

How is Revenue  

calculated  

Formula :  Revenue = Price  X quantity sold  

A baker sells 120 loaves of bread a day at £2.50 . What is the 

bakers daily revenue ? 

Revenue = 120 x  £2.50 = £300 

Fixed costs  Fixed costs do not vary with output produced by the business. 

Examples include:  rent , salary or insurance  

Variable cost  

 

These are costs that vary with levels of output  

Total Variable costs =( variable costs per unit sold X quantity)  

Examples include : Wages, raw materials and packaging  

Total costs  All costs added together are total costs ( Fixed costs + Variable 

costs ) 

Profit  Profit occurs when revenues of a business are greater than its 

total costs  

Formula : Profit = Revenue—Total Costs  

 Week 7 Calculating Interest on loans  

Interest is the reward 

for saving money and 

the cost of borrowing 

money  

 

Break Even  Break even is the level of output at which a business’s rev-

enue covers its total cost. At this point the business is nei-

ther making a profit or a loss  

Formula to Know        Fixed cost  

Selling price—Variable cost  



GCSE Business Studies Theme 1 : Spotting a Business Opportunity  
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Knowledge Organiser :  Homework Questions for  Year 10 GCSE Business  

Week 1 

Market  

Research  

1. Define Market research 

2. What is the purpose of market research  

3. What are the two types of market research  

4. What is the difference between primary re-
search and secondary research  

5. What is the difference between quantitative 
and qualitative research  

Week 2 

Market  

Segmentation  

1. Define the term market segmentation 

2. Explain why one reason why a business will choose to segment 
its markets  

3. What are the five main ways in which a business can segment its 
market  

4. Give an example of how a business could segment its market 
according to Lifestyle  

Week 3 

Market 

Mapping  

1. What does the term Market Map mean ?  

2. How many features are used to produce a Mar-
ket map  

3. What can a market map identify for a business  
owner  

4. Why does a business use market mapping  

5. Explain the problem with market mapping  

Week 4 

Competitive  

Environment  

1. What  is  meant by a competitive market ?  

2. What are the five ways in which businesses compete with each 
other 

3. Name one disadvantage to a business of competing through cus-
tomer service  

4. Explain how a business can achieve success in a competitive envi-
ronment  

5. Why is it important for  a business to consider the strengths and 
weaknesses of its competitors  

Week 5 

Business 

Aims and 

Objectives  

1. Explain the difference between an aim and an 
objective  

2. Why would an organisation set aims and objec-
tives  

3. State three financial aims and objectives of a 
business  

4. State three non financial aims and objectives of 
a business 

5. Give examples of two businesses whose aims 
and objectives are likely to be different  

Week 6  

Revenue costs  
and Profits  

1. Define Revenue  

2. What is a fixed cost  

3. What is a variable cost  

4. What is the formula for total cost  

5. What does the term break even mean  

 



Week 3 : The Design Mix Model 
The design mix emphasises three elements:

1. Function
2. Cost 
3. Aesthetics

Year 11 OCR National in Enterprise and Marketing

Week  3:  3.4 External Factors

On occasions there are some things that a business cannot control 

that is going on in the world around them/outside of the business.

These external factors are: Technological developments, economics 

issues and legal issues.

• Technology in production – 

• By using machines and robotics production can be 

automated (using machines to complete jobs humans 

would normally do).

New technology has changed the way what consumers 

expect from a product (TV’s are expected to connect to 

Wi-Fi and browse online), how we pay (PayPal, mobile 

payments, contactless debit cards) and how we buy 

products (online access)

• Economic issues – 

• Recession – Slowdown in economic activity – less sales

• Boom – Increase in economic activity – Higher sales

• Legal Issues - There are two main areas of law that affect 

businesses

• Consumer Protection – Consumer Rights Act 2015

                                         - Consumer Protection Act 1987

• Intellectual Property – Copyright, Designs and Patents 

Act 1988

 Week 1 : 3.1 Product Lifecycle

The product life cycle is the period of time in the life of a product - 

from its initial launch until it is eventually taken off the market.

There are 5 stages in the product life cycle:

1. Development

2. Introduction

3. Growth

4. Maturity

5. Decline

                                   Week 1 : 3.2 Extension Strategies

Before a product reaches the decline stage, the business will try 

it’s best to extend the life of the product by adding extension 

strategies such as:

∙ Advertising – help attract new customers, remind existing 

customers, encourage repeat purchases

∙ Price changes – usually the price is reduced to encourage 

customers to buy again

∙ Adding value – examples are providing sugar free versions 

of foods, provide a 1 year warranty

∙ Exploring new markets – sometimes a business will need to 

find a brand new market for its products

∙ New packaging – provide a fresh new look to encourage 

existing and new customers to buy again.

 

Week 2 : 3.3 Product Differentiation

Product differentiation is a way of making a product stand out, and 

be different from competing products. 

 

There are a number of ways that a business can differentiate their 

products:

 

• Branding – this is the visual identity of the product and this is 

usually a combination of a name, logo or symbol, strapline and 

a distinct feature.  The idea is that it will make it easier to 

influence customers.

• Design mix model – this is what to consider when designing a 

product:

• Function –does the product work? Is it reliable?  

Does it have more than 1 function?

• Aesthetics – how does the product look/feel/smell?

• Economics – can the product be made quickly and 

cost-effectively?

• Unique Selling Point (USP) – Something that is unique to your 

product E.g. John Lewis offer lifetime warranty on their 

products

• Improving a product – features, functions, location, design, 

selling price, appearance

Aesthetics : how a product looks or 
feels 
Economic Manufacture: Cost of 
making the product 
Function: a product must be able to 
do the job for which it is designed 



Week 4 : 4.1 Factors to consider when setting 

price

Business need to think carefully about the price they 

will charge as this will depend on:

• Income levels of customers – how much they 

earn 

• Price of competitor goods

• Cost of productionWeek 4: 4.2 Pricing Strategies

Competitive Pricing

Takes into account the prices charged by competitors in 

the same industry

Psychological Pricing

Designed to cause an emotional reaction by consumers. 

Often a business decides to set the price at just below a 

rounded number in order to make it feel more 

attractive to consumers. For example, charging £299 

instead of £300.

Price Skimming

Where a business decides to set a high price in order to 

maximise profits. The strategy is often used when a 

new, innovative product is launched.

Price Penetration

Where a business decides to set a low price initially in 

order to maximise the number of customers and then 

increases it over time. The strategy is often used to 

attract customers away from their normal brand.

 Week 4 : 4.3 Types of advertising methods

∙ Leaflets

∙ Social Media

∙ Websites

∙ Newspapers

∙ Magazines

∙ Radio
Week 5 4.4 Sales Promotion Techniques

∙ Discounts

∙ Competitions

∙ Buy One Get One Free (BOGOF)

∙ Point of sale advertising

∙ Free gifts/product trials

∙ Loyalty schemes

Week 5: 4.5 Customer Service

Customer service refers to any help, advice and 

support provided by a business to consumers.  It is 

the experience the customer has when purchasing 

the product.

Business should ensure that customer service staff 

know about:

• The product

• Customer engagement

• After sales service

Week  6  Business Ownerships 

5.1.1 Sole Traders:

One person who sets up and runs a business.  

Advantages

1. Cheap and easy to set up.  

2. Owner gets to keep all the profits

3. Owner makes all the decisions

Disadvantages

1. Unlimited Liability: Owner has sole 

responsibility for debts

2. Difficult to raise capital

3. Lack of continuity

Week 6  5.1.2 Partnerships:

2-20 people who own a business.

Advantages  

1. Cheap and easy to set up. 

2. Get to share ideas

3. All partners can invest money (capital)

Disadvantages

1. Unlimited Liability: Owners are responsibility 

for debts.

2. Potential for disagreements

3. Owners have to share profits

Week 7 5.1.3 Franchise

One business allows another business to buy the 

right to trade under their name.Examples are 

often in the service industries such as retail or 

food (Subway, KFC)

1. The franchisee signs an agreement with 

franchisor.

2. Franchisee provides the money to start up 

the business

3. Franchisee makes regular payments to the 

franchisor

4. Franchisor in returns allows the use of their 

business name over an agreed period of 

time and provides materials, training and 

advice.

Advantages

1. Assistance from the franchisor (training, 

loans etc)

2. Well known brand/product (easier to build a 

customer base)

3. Easier to raise capital

Disadvantages

1. Expensive to set up

2.Cannot sell the franchise without agreement of 
franchisor

3.Franchisee can’t make all the decisions
4.Have to buy supplies from franchisor
5.Have to pay royalties to the franchisor

Week 7 : 5.2 Sources of capital for business 

start-ups

1. Own savings

2. Friends and family

3. Loans

4. Crowdfunding

Week 7 5.3 The importance of a business plan

1. Clarify business ideas to others

2. Measure progress towards goals

3. Help manage cash flow

4. Help identify potential problems Week 7:  5.4 What the business plan should 
detail:

1. Business objectives
2. Business strategies
3. Sales plan
4. Marketing plan
5. Financial forecasts



Year 11 Enterprise and Marketing : Knowledge organiser homework 

Week 1

Product Life 
Cycle  

1. What is the product life cycle 

2. What are the stages of the product life cycle 

3. What is an extension strategy  

4. Identify 2 ways of extending the life of a product 

5. Name one benefit to a business of using an extension strategy 

Week 4 

Pricing 

Strategies 

1. What is price 

2. State three factors a business should consider when pricing a 

product 

3. Identify the different pricing strategies used by businesses 

4. What is competitive pricing 

5. What is psychological pricing 

Week 2 

Product 
Differentiation

1. What is product differentiation 

2. Identify 5 ways of achieving product differentiation 

3. What is the design mix 

4. Identify the different elements of the design mix 

5. Explain how  a business might use the design mix model 

Week 5

 

Promotional 

Techniques  

1. Identify three advertising methods that could be used by businesses 

to promote their products 

2. State the sic promotional techniques used by businesses 

3. Describe 3 ways customer service can be used to attract and 

maintain customers

4. Identify three sales promotional techniques for a new fast food 

restaurant opening in a local town 

5. Choose on technique and explain the advantage of using it 

Week 3 

External 
Factors 

1. Identify the external factors which may have an impact on product 

development 

2. State how technological factors have impacted product development 

3. State how economic issues have impacted product development 

4. State how legal issues have had an impact on product development

5. Identify one external factor that will affect a start -up business  

Week 6 

Forms 
Business 
Ownerships 

1. Explain the difference between a sole trader and a partnership
2. Define the term Franchise 
3. What i a business plan 
4. Identify the main contents of a business plan 
5. What is a Franchisee  



	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Causes	of	stress	
	Pressures	at	work	
Exams		
Financial	difficulties	
Life	events		
(illness,	relationship	
changes,	moving	home,	
bereavement)	

Stress		
Occurs	when	the	body	responds	to	demand	
The	hormone	adrenaline	is	released	
Trigger	‘fight	or	flight’	response		
–	so	you	respond	instantly	in	life	or	death	situations	
BUT	an	overreact	ion	to		non	life	threatening		
situation	can	cause	negative	stress.		

Willingness	to	seek	help	or	access	services	

2)	Occupation	-	Job	role		&	status		
(i.e.	level	of	responsibility,	salary)	

Social	interaction		

Economic		

Barrier	2:	Education		
More	educated	are	more	likely	to	seek	help	
They	are	more	likely	to:	
Research	symptoms	and	know	when	help	is	needed	
Understand	importance	of	early	diagnosis	&	treatment	
Know	how	and	where	to	access	services	

Barrier	3:	Culture		
Social	behaviour,	value,	transition,	customs	and	beliefs	of	
communities.	E.g.	
-	discriminated	against	when	accessing	services	
-	not	speaking	English	well	enough	to	discuss	issues	
-	some	cultures	require	women	to	see	women	
-	Some	cultures	use	‘alternative	therapy’	
-	stigma		(feel	ashamed)of	conditions	e.g.,	depression	

Environmental		&	Living	conditions	

Relate	to	a	persons	employment	situation	&	financial	resources.	Effects	lifestyle,	health	&	wellbeing	

Examples	
Outdoor	air	–	Chemicals	from	factories,	exhausts	
Indoor	air	–	Aerosols,	mould,	cigarette	smoke,	carbon	
monoxide	from	heating	
Water–	Farm	fertilisers/pesticides,	waste,	sewage	
Food	pollutants	–	chemicals	in	food	production	
Noise	–	Machinery	and	traffic	music,	loud	neighbours	
Light	–	Excess	lighting,	street	lights	

Environmental	–	Air,	water	and	land	around	us.		
Pollution	-		Contamination	of	the	environment	&	living	
organisms	by	harmful	chemicals.		

Impact	of	pollutants	
• 	Lung	problems		
(Bronchitis,	asthma,		lung	cancer)	
• 	Heart	damage	(disease,	stroke)	
• 	Reduction	of	brain	function		
(thinking	and	memory)	
• 	Low	birth	weight	or	premature	births	

Barrier	1:	Gender		
Men	are	less	likely	to	access	as	they	are	often	less	open	&	
avoid	looking	vulnerable	

Health	&	Social	Care	
BTEC	Technical	Award	-	Component	3	A1.	Factors	affecting	Health	&	Wellbeing		 Social,	emotional,	cultural,	economical	

&	environmental	factors	

	
	
	
Health	&	Wellbeing	–	how	physically	fit	and	mentally	stable	a	person	is	
(not	just	absence	of	disease)	Linked	to	PIES.	
	

Social	integration	–	When	people	feel	they	belong	to	a	group	
	

Social	Isolation	-		When	people	do	not	have	contact	with	others.		
	

Social	interaction	Acting/reacting	to	people	through	communication	&	
relationships	
	

Stress	-	Feelings	of	mental	&	emotional	tension.	
	

Adrenaline	–	a	hormone	released	when	the	body	responds	to	a	demand	
which	can	lead	to	stress.	
	

Economic	-	Relate	to	a	persons	employment	situation	&	financial	
resources	
	

Income	–	money	people	receive	from	work,	savings	pensions	or	benefits.	
	

Expected	life	events	–	can	be	predicted	e.g.	Leaving	school	
	

Unexpected	life	event	–	cannot	be	predicted	i.e.	Bereavement	
	

Environmental	–	The	air,	water	and	land	around	us.		
	

Pollution	-		contamination	of	environment	&	living	organisms	by	harmful	
chemicals.		
	

Asking	for	help	
People	need	to	seek	help	from	health	&	
social	services	at	various	stages.	Being	
reluctant	can	lead	to	negative	effects	

Feelings	of	mental	&	emotional	tension.	

Key	
Words	

Knowledge	Organiser	

Physical	
Short	Term:	
- Tense	muscles	
- Fast	breathing	
- Dry	mouth	
- Faster	heartbeat	
- Butterflies	
- Urge	to	pass	water	
(urine)	
- Diarrhoea	
- Sweaty	hands	 Social	

Difficulty	making	friends/building	
relationships	
Breakdown	of	close	relationships	
Loss	of	confidence	
Social	isolation		

Physical:		
Long	term:	
- Sleeplessness	
- High	blood	pressure	
- Irritability	
- Loss	of	appetite	
- Heart	disease	
- Headaches	
- Poor	sex	life	
- Anxiety	
- Mood	swings	

Relative	Poverty		-	Can	only	afford	the	
essentials.	(reduced	financial	resources)	
Life	choices	will	be	limited	-more	likely	to:	
-	suffer	ill	health		
-		lack	personal	development	(i.e.	school	
trips,	warm	clothes,	doing	well	at	school)	
Absolute	Poverty	-Not	enough	money	to	
meet	basic	needs	(food,	clothing,	housing)	
even	with	benefits.	

Intellectual	
Forgetfulness	
Poor	concentration	
Difficulty	in	making	decisions	

Emotional	
Difficulty	controlling	emotions	–	
crying,	angry	
Feeling	insecure	
Negative	self	concept	
Feeling	anxious	

Effect	on	health	&	wellbeing	

Adequate	income:	
Pay	for	rent/mortgage	
–	Pay	bills	(heating	etc.)	
-		Afford	luxuries,	
clothing,	holidays,	car,	
house	with	a	garden	–	
Eat	a	balanced	diet	–	
Socialise	with	friends	-
Afford	travel	to	leisure/
health	services	–	Live	in	
suburbs	/countryside	

																							
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Life	events		

Expected	
These	can	be	predicted.	
They	are	easier	to	plan	for	
&	manage	the	effects	
- Leaving	school	
- Starting	school	
- Moving	house	
- Starting	work	
- Living	with	a	partner	
- Marriage/civil	
partnership	
- Retirement	

Events	can	change	life	circumstances	
in	positive	&	negative	ways	

Effects	on	health	&	
wellbeing:	
P	–	High	blood	pressure	
I	–	Depression,	difficulty	
thinking	&	decision	making,	
memory	
E	–	Difficulty	sleeping,	grief,	
insecurity,	stress	and	anxiety	
S	–	Isolation,	loss	of	friends		
Some	positives	–	catalyst	for	
change	of	behaviours,	
opportunities	for	new	study	
or	training,	support	for	
emotional,	diet	etc	

Effects	on	health	&	
wellbeing:	
Positives:	
New	friends,	learning,	
skills,	independence,	
excitement,	confidence	
Negatives:	
Anxiety,	insecurity,	stress,	
unhappiness	about	loss	of	
‘old’	life,	change	in	
lifestyle	

Unexpected		
Cannot	be	predicted	and	
cannot	prepare.–	has	a	
greater	impact	
e.g.	Redundancy,	
imprisonment,	exclusion,	
sudden	death	of	someone	
close	(bereavement)	and	ill	
health,	accident	or	injury	

Housing		
Good	living	conditions	
Less	polluted	areas,	quiet,	safe,	spacious,	warm,	dry,	safe	
outdoor	space	
Poor	living	conditions	
-	Overcrowding	–	anxiety	&	depression,	sleeplessness,	
difficulty	concentrating	&	studying	
-	Lack	of	open	space	–	less	exercise	&	physical	play	
-	Pests	-	Rats	carry	disease,	bugs	carry	disease	
-	Damp	&	mould	-	Respiratory	problems	(asthma)	
-	Poor	heating	–	poor	health	(cold,	flu)	heart	disease	

City		
Better	transport	links	
Close	to	facilities	i.e.	Shops,	gym,	
entertainment,	health	services	
Easy	assess	to	social	events	
BUT	pollution	problems	

Air	–	water	–	noise	–	light	–	housing	-	area	

Relationship	breakdown	Can	
lead	to:	
Anxiety,	stress,	depression	
insecurity,	loss	of	confidence,	
poor	lifestyle	choices,	more	
pressure	on	finances,	new	
home	etc	

Positive	relationships	 Negative	relationships	
P	 Day	to	day	care	&	practical	assistance	 Peer	pressure/Poor	lifestyle	choices	

(drinking)	
I	 Shared	experiences,	supported	learning	&	thinking	 Less	support	with	learning,	conversation	
E	 Unconditional	love,	security,	contentment	,	self	

concept,	independence	&	confidence		
Loneliness,,	insecurity,		anxiety,	
depression,		

S	 Companionship,	social	interactions	 Relationship	difficulties	

Rural	
Sense	of	community	
Access	to	outdoors	&	less	polluted	
BUT	commute,	difficult	to	access	
services,	isolation	

Integration	–	when	people	feel	they	belong	to	a	group	
Isolation		-	when	people	do	not	have	contact	with	others.		
Due	to:	staying	in,	physical	illness,	reduced	mobility	or	unemployment,	
mental	illness,	a	condition	such	as	autism	

Positive	 Negative	

P	 Good	housing	conditions	
Healthy	diet	
Manual	jobs	can	improve	muscle	tone	&	stamina	
	

Poor	housing	conditions		
Poor	diet	
Manual	jobs	-	muscular/skeletal	problems		
Desk	jobs	-	less	activity	and	weight	gain	

I	 Opportunity	to	access	intellectual	activities		
Work,	education	&	training	helps	to	develop	
problem-solving	&	thinking	skills	

Long	hours	-less	leisure	time	&	reduced	learning	opportunities	
Being	unemployed	can	result	in	poor	mental	health		

E	 A	well	paid	job	gives	a	feeling	of	security	and	less	
stress/worry	over	housing	etc.	
Affording	to	socialise	=positive	self	concept	

Financial	worries	-	stress	&	breakdown	of	relationships	
Not	affording	to	go	out	and	socialise	=depression	
Unemployment	of	a	low	status	job	=low	self	concept	

S	 Better	financial	resources	=opportunities	to	
socialise	
Socialise	with	colleagues		

ask	of	financial	resources	reduces	opportunities	for	socialising		
Reduced	opportunities	for	relationships	=	social	isolation		
Financial	worries	=	stress	&	breakdown	of	relationships	

1)	Wealth	
- Level	of	income	
-	Amount	of	
personal	wealth,	
including	non-
essential,	valuable	
material	possessions	
(jewellery,	cars	&	
property)	

3)	Employment/	
unemployment	
-	Part	time	
-	Self	employed	
-	Not	being	able	to	find	
work	(due	to	being	
disabled,	made	
redundant,	or	being	
reliant	on	state	benefits)	

Factors		

Topics	
- Social	interaction	
- Stress	
- Economic/financial	
- Life	events	
- Environment	&	Living	Conditions	
- 	Willingness	to	seek	help	or	access	services	

Between	family–friends–work	
colleagues–school	friends.	

Reacting	to	people	through	communication	&	relationships	

																							
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



OCR	Cambridge	National	–	Sport	Science	–	R041	Reducing	the	risk	of	sports	injuries	–	LO3	

Section	1:	Acute	and	Chronic	injuries:	
Acute	injuries	occur	as	a	result	of	sudden	trauma	
to	the	body.	Results	in	immediate	pain,	swelling	
and	a	loss	of	function.		
i.e.	a	bad	tackle	in	football		
leading	to	knee	ligament		
damage.			
	
Chronic	injuries	occur	over	a	period	of	time.	These	
are	associated	with	repetitive/continuous	use.	i.e.	
tendonitis,	shin	splints,	tennis	elbow.	

Section	2:	Types,	causes	and	treatment	of	common	sports	injuries:	
Soft	tissue	injuries	are	the	most	common	in	sport	and	include	sprains	and	strains	of	muscles,		
tendons	and	ligaments.		
	
Contusion	(bruise):	An	area	of	the	body	where	blood	vessels	have	been	damaged	under	the	skin/tissues.	These	
are	often	caused	by	a	fall	or	direct	impact.		
Treatment	–	Rest,	Ice,	Compression,	Elevation	
	
Abrasions	(Grazes	and	Cuts):	
This	is	damage	to	the	skin	caused	by	scraping	against	a	playing	surface.	Open	wounds	can	carry	an	infection	risk	
and	if	cuts	are	deep,	medical	attention	may	be	required	to	apply	stitches.	
	
Blisters:	After	friction,	layers	of	skin	can	become	separated	and	form	a	pocket	of	fluid	between	them.	
Treatment:	Rest,	bandages.	
	
Overuse	injuries	are	chronic	(overuse	of	a	particular	part	of	the	body)	
Tendonitis	is	the	overuse	of	tendons	in	the	body.	Both	golfers	elbow	and	tennis	elbow		
affects	the	tendons	that	attach	muscles	to	the	elbow	joint.	These	become	inflamed,	sore		
and	painful.	Treatment	–	Rest,	oral	medication	or	surgery.		
	
Shin	Splints:	Repeated	overuse	of	the	tibialis	anterior	resulting	in	tenderness	and	inflammation	around	the	shin.	
Excess	weight,	inadequate	footwear	and	poor	technique	can	cause	this.		
Treatment	includes:	
•  Rest	+	Ice	the	shin	to	ease	pain	and	swelling		
•  Take	anti-inflammatory	painkillers	
	
Concussion:	Trauma	or	injury	to	the	brain.	It	is	caused	by	a	direct	blow	to	the	head.	Treatment	–	Immediate	
medical	attention.		
	
Cramp:	A	sudden	involuntary	muscle	contraction	(over	shortening)	due	to	an	imbalance	of		
water/salt.	Treatment	–	Stretching	or	massaging	the	affected	muscle	area.	
	
Fractures:	Partial	or	complete	break	of	bone	from	sudden	trauma.	i.e.	an	awkward	fall.			
1.  Closed	fracture	-	The	surrounding	skin	is	unbroken.		
2.  Open	fracture	–	Considerable	damage	to	the	surrounding	tissue.	Bone	will	break	through	the	skin.			
Treatment	–	Immobilise	and	seek	urgent	medical	services.				
	
Injuries	realted	to	children:	

Section	3:	How	to	respond	to	injuries	and	medical	
conditions	in	a	sporting	context:	
•  SALTAPS	on-field	assessment	routine	(See,	Ask,	

Look,	Touch,	Active,	Passive,	Strength)	
•  R.I.C.E.	(Rest,	Ice,	Compress,	Elevate)	
•  Stretching	and	massage	–	This	therapy	can	

increase	the	health	of	muscle	and	connective	
tissue.	

•  Taping,	bandaging,		
splints,	slings	–	Can		
support	the	injured		
area.		

•  Hot	and	cold	treatments.	i.e.	heat	pack,	freeze	
spray.	

•  Emergency	procedures	-	Emergency	first	aid	
should	only	be	administered	by	trained	
personnel.	

Section	4:	Emergency	Action	Plans	(EAP)	-	This	is	a	
document	which	outlines	the	procedures	in	event	
of	an	emergency.	
•  Emergency	personnel.	i.e.	first	responder,	first	

aider,	coach.	
•  Emergency	communication.	i.e.	telephone,	

emergency	numbers,	emergency	services.	
•  Emergency	equipment.	

i.e.	first	aid	kits,		
evacuation	chair.	
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Severs	disease:	
This	is	inflammation	of	a	growth	
plate	in	the	heel.	

Osgood	Schlatter’s	disease:	
Knee	pain	in	growing	children.	Will	
subside	once	they	stopped	growing.		



OCR	Cambridge	National	–	Sport	Science	–	R041	Reducing	the	risk	of	sports	injuries	–	LO4	

Section	1:	How	to	respond	to	common	medical	conditions	
Asthma:	
A	common	condition	where	airways	can	become	restricted.	Individual’s	can	
become	wheezy	and	short	of	breath	which	will	affect	performance.		
	
Symptoms	of	asthma/asthma	attack:	
•  Coughing	
•  Wheezing	
•  Shortness	of	breath	
•  Tightness	across	the	chest	
•  Difficulty	talking	
•  Feelings	of	anxiety	or	panic	
•  Pale	and	sweaty	face	

	
How	to	respond	to	an	asthma	attack:	

1.  Reassure	them	and	ask	them	to	breathe	slowly	

2.  Help	them	use	their	reliever	inhaler	straight	away.	This	should	relieve	the	
attack.	

3.  Sit	them	down	in	a	comfortable	position.	Get	them	to	take	one	or	two	puffs	of	
their	inhaler	every	two	minutes,	until	they’ve	had	10	puffs.	

4.  If	the	attack	is	severe	and	they	are	getting	worse	or	becoming	exhausted,	or	if	
this	is	their	first	attack,	then	call	999/112	for	an	ambulance.	

Section	2:	Diabetes:	
A	serious	condition	that	causes	a	person's	blood	sugar	level	to	become	too	high.	
•  Type	1	diabetes	(insulin	dependant)	–	where	the	body's	immune	system	

does	not	allow	insulin	to	be	produced	at	all.	
•  Type	2	diabetes	(non-insulin	dependant)	–	where	the	body	doesn't	

produce	enough	insulin,	or	the	body's	cells	don't	react	to	insulin.	

Symptoms	of	diabetes:	
•  Increased	thirst/Dry	mouth	
•  Increased	hunger	(especially	after	eating)	
•  Frequent	urination	or	urine	infections	
•  Unexplained	weight	loss		
•  Fatigue	(weak/tired	feeling)	
•  Blurred	vision/Headaches	

How	to	respond	to	a	diabetic	emergency:	
Hyperglycaemia	-	Too	little	insulin	can	cause	high	blood	sugar.	If	it’s	not	treated	
and	gets	worse,	the	person	can	gradually	become	unresponsive	(going	into	a	
diabetic	coma)		
•  Help	them	take	their	insulin	
•  Call	999	or	112	straight	away	for	medical	help.		
•  Keep	checking	for	breathing,	pulse	and	level	of		

response.	Loss	of	responsiveness	-	prepare	CPR.	
	
Hypoglycaemia	-	Too	much	insulin	can	cause	low	blood	sugar.	This	often	happens	
when	someone	with	diabetes	misses	a	meal	or	does	too	much	exercise.		
•  Help	them	sit	down.		
•  If	they	have	their	own	glucose	gel,	help	them	take	it.	If	not,	you	need	to	give	

them	something	sugary	(fruit	juice,	a	fizzy	drink	or	sugary	sweets)	

Section	3	Epilepsy:	
A	condition	of	the	nervous	system	in	which	the	brain	activity	becomes	
abnormal.	This	leads	the	muscles	in	the	body	to	contract	uncontrollably	and	
usually	causes	the	person	to	lose	responsiveness.	It’s	also	known	as	a	
convulsion	or	fit.	

Symptoms	of	someone	having	a	seizure:	
•  Sudden	loss	of	responsiveness	
•  Rigid	body	with	an	arching	back	
•  Noisy	difficult	breathing	
•  Convulsions	(jerky	uncontrolled	movements)	
•  Loss	of	bladder	and	bowel	control	
•  Afterwards	they	may	be	confused,	tired	and	fall	into	a	deep	sleep	

How	to	respond	to	an	epileptic	emergency:	
•  Don’t	restrain	or	move	them.	
•  Protect	them	from	hurting	themselves.	Clear	away	any	potentially	

dangerous	objects,	like	hot	drinks	or	sharp	objects.	
•  Make	a	note	of	the	time	when	the	seizure	started	and	how	long	it	lasts.	
•  Protect	their	head	by	placing	something	soft	underneath	it,	like	a	towel,	and	

loosen	any	clothing	around	their	neck.	
•  Once	the	seizure	has	stopped,	they	may	fall	into	a	deep	sleep	–	if	they	do,	

open	their	airway	and	check	their	breathing.	
•  If	they’re	breathing,	put	them	in	the	recovery	position.	
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Lesson 9:  
Section 1 

1) What are acute injuries? 
2) What are the symptoms of acute injuries? 
3) Give an example of an acute injury? 
4) What is a chronic injury? 
5) Give an example of a chronic injury 

Lesson 10: 
Section 2 

1) What are soft tissue injuries? 
2) What are contusions? 
3) How can you treat contusions? 
4) What is an abrasion? 
5) How would you treat an abrasion? 

Lesson 11: 
Section 2 

1) What are overuse injuries? 
2) How would you treat overuse injuries? 
3) What are shin splints? 
4) How would you treat shin splints? 
5) What is concussion? 

Lesson 12: 
Section 2 

1) How would you treat concussion? 
2) What are cramps? 
3) How would you treat cramp? 
4) What is the difference between an open and closed fracture? 
5) How would you treat a fracture? 

Lesson 13: 
Section 4 

1) What is an EAP? 
2) What are emergency personnel? 
3) What are emergency communications? 
4) Give examples of emergency equipment? 

LO4 

Lesson 14: 
Section 1 
Asthma 

1. What is Asthma? 
2. Name 2 symptoms of asthma 
3. State 2 ways you would respond to an asthma attack? 

Lesson 15: 
Section 2 
Diabetes 

1. What is diabetes? 
2. What is the difference between type 1 and type 2? 
3. Name 1 symptom of diabetes 
4. What is hyperglycaemia? 
5. What is hypoglycaemia? 

Lesson 16: 
Section 3 
Epilepsy 

1. What is epilepsy? 
2. What happens to the muscles? 
3. Name 2 symptoms of someone having a seizure. 
4. State 2 ways to respond to an epiletic emergency 



Sport,	Performer	and	
Spectator	

Sponsors	Media	

The	Golden	Triangle:		
The	financial	relationship	between	sport,	sponsorship	and	the	media	

(P)	Sport,	team	or	
performer	is	playing	
well	they	receive	
positive	media	
attention.	

(P)	Due	to	media	
coverage	businesses	
invest	in	the	sport,	
team	or	performer		

(P)	Sport,	team	or	
performer	can	
afford	better	
facilities,	

equipment	or	
players		(N)	Sport	is	not	

shown	in	the	
media	or	is	
linked	to	a	
negative	issue	
e.g.	drugs	 (N)	Due	to	poor	

media	coverage	
businesses	will	not	
invest	money	in	the	

sport,	team	or	
performer	

(N)	Less	
money	to	
spend	on	
players,	

equipment	
and	facilities	

		
	
	
	

GCSE	PE	–	Commercialisation,	Media	&	Technology	

Key	Stakeholders	 Described	/	Defined	

Media	 •  Radio,	newspapers,	magazines,	books,	internet;	major	impact	through	television.	
•  Sports	watched	or	read	about	by	people	e.g.	home	on	TV,	in	the	newspaper.	

Sponsorship		
	

•  A	form	of	advertising	to	increase	sales	of	a	product.	
•  Teams	/	facilities	/	performers	/	events	are	sponsored	by	companies	so	people	will	

see	their	name	/	product	(increase	publicity)	

Sport/	team/
performer	

•  Shown	through	media.	
•  More	money	to	spend	on	players	/	equipment	/	facilities,	resulting	in	

performances	increasing	in	standard.	

Spectators	
	

• 				Buy	merchandise	/	sponsors	equipment	or	product	and	media	
						products.	

Commercialisation	 To	manage	or	exploit	(an	organisation	/	activity)	in	a	way	designed	to	make	a	profit	/	
introducing	new	products	to	the	market	to	make	a	profit	(through	Sponsorship	and	
media	coverage)	

Section	B	
How	Commercialisation	can	help	(positive	effects):	
1)							The	Performer	

	Income	/	exposure	/	equipment	/	facilities	
	
2)  The	Sport		

	Raises	the	profile	/	better	participation	/	
funding	/	improved	resources,	coaching,	
equipment	/	attracts	the	best	players	/	improved	
performances	/	more	role	models	

3)  The	Spectators	
	Wide	choice	to	watch	/	better	stadiums	/	more	
role	models	/	more	info	given	(e.g.	stats)	/	better	
technology	=	better	viewing	experience	(e.g.	Goal	
line	technology	/	new	rules	means	more	exciting	
(e.g.	20/20	cricket)	

	
4)  The	officials	
											Due	to	large	media	involvement	and	investment	

in	some	sports,	officials	have	been	able	to	
become	professional.	

Section	C	
How	Commercialisation	can	hinder	(negative	effects):	
1)						The	Performer	

	More	pressure	/	encourages	deviant	behaviour	/	
favours	male	over	female	/	favours	able	bodies	
over	disabled	/	sponsorship	may	be	short	term	

	
2)  The	Sport		

	Less	popular	sports	lose	out	/	sports	not	in	the	
media	do	not	get	the	sponsorship	/	media	has	
high	influence	on	timings	of	games	/	lower	
attendance	at	live	events	

	
3)  The	Spectators	

	Encourages	spectating	(not	participating)	/	
expensive	for	fans	/	match	times	and	locations	
are	inconvenient	for	some	/	less	people	attending	
the	event	

	
4)  The	officials	

	Increased	scrutiny	on	decisions	made,	which	can	
result	in	them	getting	criticism	leading	to	
potentially	/	losing	their	job.	

Section	A		
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Section	D	 Section	E	-	Technology	

	
Advantages	 Disadvantages	

Performer	 Training	equipment/analysis	allow	
for	skills	development	

Expensive	equipment	e.g.	
hawkeye	/	makes	PED’s	harder	to	
detect		

Sport	 Increase	in	popularity	/	Increased	
viewing	quality	(Ultra	HD)	

Flow	of	the	game	disrupted	(TMO/
VAR)	

Spectator	 Better	viewing	experience	(camera	
angles)	

Flow	of	the	game	disrupted	(TMO/
VAR)	=	less	enjoyable	(?)	

Official	 Better	accuracy	on	decisions	 Importance	of	the	role	of	official	is	
reduced	(Goal	line	technology)	

Sponsor	 Improved	quality	and	popularity	of	
sport	makes	it	more	attractive	

Suffers	if	a	player/team	becomes		
unpopular	or	is	deviant		

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

P	=	Positive	
N	=	Negative	



GCSE	PE	–	Banned	Substances	&	Spectator	Behaviour	

Type	of	Conduct	 Definition	

Etiquette	 Following	the	unwritten	rules	of	the	game	(e.g.	kicking	a	ball	out	
when	a	player	is	injured)	

Sportsmanship	 Being	respectful	to	the	opposition	(e.g.	forming	a	tunnel	for	the	
winning	team	at	the	end	of	a	rugby	game)	

Gamesmanship	 Bending	the	rules	to	gain	an	advantage	(e.g.	taking	the	ball	to	the	
corner	to	waste	time	in	football)	

Contract	to	
compete	

Trying	to	win	by	following	the	rules	and	allowing	your	opponents	to	
do	the	same	(e.g.	not	showboating)	

Section	F		
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Section	G	
Blood	doping	is	a	process	of	removing	blood	
from	an	athletes	body	weeks	leading	up	to	
competition,	freezing	the	blood	and	then	re-
injecting	prior	to	competition.	
	
Positives:		
• 	Increase	red	blood	cells	
• 	Greater	Cardiovascular	Endurance	
Negatives:	
• 	thickening	of	blood	(viscosity)	
• 	risk	of	infection	
• 	risk	of	heart	attack	
• 	embolism	(blood	clot)	

Section	G	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Section	H	

Strategies	to	combat	hooliganism	

• 	Kick	off	earlier	

• 	Remove	standing	spaces	

• 	Segregate	fans	
• 	Increase	security	

• 	Prevent	alcohol	consumption	

• 	Ban	hooligans	

• 	Educate	the	public		

Section	H	

Causes	of	
hooliganism	

Rivalr
y	

Frustration	

Alcohol	

e.g.	between	
two	local	
teams	

e.g.	at	the	
decision	of	
the	official	

e.g.	the	
media	hyping	

up	the	
importance	of	
the	game	

e.g.	trying	to	impress	
others	

Gangs	can	infiltrate	
supporters	groups	and	

influence	others	

Drinking	before	a	sports	
event	can	increase	the	
chances	of	violence	

Substance	 Stimulants	 Narcotic		
Analgesics	

Anabolic	
Agents	

Peptide	
Hormones	

Diuretic	

Benefits		

Side	Effects	

Examples	

Disturbed	sleep	
patterns	
Heart	problems	
Overtraining		
Nausea		

To	provide	
alertness	in	
team	sports	

Painkiller	

Drowsiness	
Training	when	
injured	
Addictive	
Mood	swings	

To	allow	athlete	
to	continue	
training	with	a	
pulled	muscle	

Development	
of	muscle	

Heart	disease	
Kidney	
problems	
Liver	problems	
Aggression	

Lifting	
heavier	
weights	in	
weight	lifting	

Increased	
ability	to	
transport	O2	
Delays	fatigue	

Heart	
problems	
Increased	
blood	pressure	

Improve	CVE	
of	endurance	
runners	

Weight	loss	

Lethargy	
Dehydration	
Kidney	
problems	
Muscle	cramps	

To	lose	weight	
before	a	
boxing	weigh	
in	

Produces			
energy	
Delays	fatigue	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	




